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Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations - Interim Charges 
 
 
1. Study current law governing homeowners associations with respect to ensuring that 
homeowners are given adequate protections against unfair foreclosures and are given proper 
channels for redress in case of foreclosure.  
 
2.  Monitor the proliferation of municipal utility districts (MUDs) outside the corporate limits or 
extraterritorial jurisdiction of municipalities and whether increased oversight of these districts by 
other political subdivisions is needed. Review the process for the creation of municipal utility 
districts (MUDs) through the template developed during the 81st Legislative Session, including 
any changes needed to increase the efficiency and oversight over the creation of proposed 
districts. Review the process for creating special districts, including whether the creation of a 
template, similar to the one created for municipal utility districts (MUDs), is feasible and would 
enable the legislature to more effectively evaluate other proposed special districts during future 
Sessions.  
 
3. Review the process and costs for local governments to make government information 
available online. Consider ways to encourage local governments to provide more transparency, 
including the Comptroller's experience with transparency and her offer to assist local 
governments, and consider penalties for entities that fail to comply with the online requirement.  
 
4. Assess ways to facilitate property ownership registration to better enable individuals to 
participate in federal programs and make recommendations to improve processing times to 
provide improved access to funds.  
 
5. Study the reasons for and the impacts of hospitals directly hiring physicians. Examine 
practices in other states. Make recommendations, if needed, to permit hospitals to directly hire 
physicians.  
 
6.  Review state and local policies related to development and growth in rural and unincorporated 
regions of the state with regard to annexation and zoning authority. Focus on impacts to private 
property rights. Determine the appropriateness of existing extraterritorial jurisdiction authority. 
Make recommendations regarding possible changes to this authority.  
 
7. Review the types of support state government can provide to assist local government 
consolidations with county governments. Evaluate budget implications for city and county 
government consolidations. Research the appropriateness and cost savings of eliminating 
duplicity between city and county governments in different regions of the state.  
 
8. Review the statutory authority granted to municipal management districts (MMDs) and to 
emergency service districts (ESDs), the authority of municipalities and counties to create public 
improvement districts (PIDs). Determine whether the authority granted for each entity is 
adequate to accomplish the goals of local governments. Assess whether the consolidation of 
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Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations Report to the 82nd Legislature 
Executive Summary 

 
 
Charge 1: Study current law governing homeowners associations with respect to ensuring that 
homeowners are given adequate protections against unfair foreclosures and are given proper 
channels for redress in case of foreclosure.  
 
Recommendation: 
1.1 Existing statutory provisions regarding homeowners associations do not ensure adequate 
protections for homeowners. The 82nd Texas Legislature should pass legislation ensuring the 
basic private property rights of individuals residing within homeowners associations, including, 
but not limited to, appropriate: notice of association dedicatory instruments, by-laws, and 
guidelines; descriptions of fees and fines assessed and the ability to cure violations prior to 
enforcement; access to association books and records, including financial documents; notice and 
access to association meetings; election procedures of board members; and notice and redress in 
case of foreclosure.   
 
Charge 2: Monitor the proliferation of municipal utility districts (MUDs) outside the corporate 
limits or extraterritorial jurisdiction of municipalities and whether increased oversight of these 
districts by other political subdivisions is needed. Review the process for the creation of 
municipal utility districts (MUDs) through the template developed during the 81st Legislative 
Session, including any changes needed to increase the efficiency and oversight over the 
creation of proposed districts. Review the process for creating special districts, including 
whether the creation of a template, similar to the one created for municipal utility districts 
(MUDs), is feasible and would enable the legislature to more effectively evaluate other 
proposed special districts during future Sessions.  
 
Recommendations: 
2.1  No additional changes are needed to the municipal utility district template developed during 
the 80th Legislative Interim to improve the efficiency and oversight over the creation of districts.   
 
2.2 Additional language should be added to the existing municipal utility district template to 
require a two-thirds vote of all members of the Texas Senate and House of Representatives to 
grant a municipal utility district the authority of eminent domain.  See Appendix B-1. 
 
2.3  In order to assist the Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations and members of the 
Texas Legislature in evaluating the size of proposed municipal utility districts, an additional 
questionnaire will be required to be submitted with the "Request for Hearing," which will request 
the approximate size (acreage) of the proposed district.  See Appendix B-1.  Proposed municipal 
utility districts over 3,000 acres, especially those requesting the authority to divide, may need to 
provide additional justification to the committee. 
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2.4 In order to assist in the evaluation of proposed municipal utility districts, the Senate 
Committee on Intergovernmental Relations will require evidence of local support to be submitted 
when the "Request for Hearing" is provided to the committee.   
 
Charge 3: Review the process and costs for local governments to make government 
information available online. Consider ways to encourage local governments to provide more 
transparency, including the Comptroller's experience with transparency and her offer to assist 
local governments, and consider penalties for entities that fail to comply with the online 
requirement.  
 
Recommendations: 
3.1 Due to increasing voluntary efforts by local governments to provide public access to 
government information and records online, there is no need for additional statutory 
requirements or penalties. 
 
3.2  City and county organizations should continue to collaborate and partner with each other to 
overcome existing obstacles to transparency, including working with the appropriate divisions in 
the Comptroller's office on the development of a standardized template for local governments to 
use in providing information in an online format.  In addition, these organizations should 
continue to improve transparency efforts within their membership, including increasing 
participation in the Comptroller's Leadership Circle. 
 
Charge 4: Assess ways to facilitate property ownership registration to better enable individuals 
to participate in federal programs and make recommendations to improve processing times to 
provide improved access to funds.  
 
Recommendations: 
4.1 Proving ownership of real property is difficult for many individuals in need of state and 
federal disaster assistance.  Changes should be made to Chapter 41, Texas Property Code, to 
provide a mechanism for those individuals in possession of real property and impacted by natural 
disasters to obtain a power of attorney for the purpose of receiving funds for the improvement of 
real property. 
 
4.2  The inability of individual heirs to obtain fee simple title to property renders vast amounts of 
land untransferable. Changes should be made to existing adverse possession statutes (Chapter 16, 
Texas Civil Practices and Remedies Code), which build upon existing practices and common real 
property law, by providing a mechanism for individuals to obtain insurable title by recording an 
Affidavit of Heirship (Section 52A, Texas Probate Code) and an Affidavit of Possession for an 
acceptable amount of time.   
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Background                                          

Common interest communities have been used across the country when individuals residing in a 

particular residential subdivision or development own common areas or provide for communal 

services. The organization and structure of common interest communities vary from state to state 

but all contain one consistent element.  By definition, common interest communities are real 

estate whereby individuals are obligated to pay certain expenses by virtue of the individual's 

ownership of a unit within the community.1  Homeowners associations are one example of this 

type of organization.   

 

A homeowners association is an organization made up of owners of lots or units within a 

residential development, and is "generally vested with the management and maintenance of the 

community and its amenities or commonly-owned property."2 The term "homeowners 

association" or "HOA" is used interchangeably with the term "property owners association."  

These terms are also commonly used to refer to associations composed of both subdivisions and 

condominiums.  However, it is important to note that there are significant differences between 

the laws governing what is typically viewed as a subdivision association and what constitutes a 

condominium association. In Texas, the body of law that governs the operation and 

administration of homeowners associations is primarily found in the Texas Property Code.  

However, since most associations are incorporated as nonprofit organizations, laws applicable to 

nonprofit corporations also impact most homeowners associations.3   

 

Foreclosure: 

In general terms, homeowners associations in Texas have the authority to foreclose and sell 

property at a public auction through the imposition of a lien.  This authority is derived from the 

feature of all common interest communities: a declaration filed in the property records, upon the 

inception and development of a community, which outlines the obligations of individuals who 
                                                 
1 Senate Research Center, September 2010. 
 
2 Cagle, Gregory S., Texas Homeowners Association Law: The Essential Legal Guide for Texas Homeowners Associations and 
Homeowners, Minneapolis: Two Harbors Press, 2010. p. 13. 
 
3 Ibid. p. 19.  
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purchase property within that development, including the payment of certain fees and expenses.4  

Commonly known as "covenants," these documents contain the conditions and restrictions that 

run with the land.  Courts have consistently held that covenants act as binding contracts on all 

property owners who purchase property within an area.5  The case most often cited in respect to 

homeowners association foreclosure in Texas is Inwood v. Harris.6  In this case, the Texas 

Supreme Court found that since the appropriate documents were filed – by the developer of the 

subdivision – in the real property records of the county to explicitly place a lien on the property 

to secure certain payments, the covenants were binding on all purchasers of property in the 

subdivision.7  The particular issue in Inwood was whether the homestead laws of Texas protect 

homeowners against foreclosure by HOAs.  The court found that the establishment of a 

community association and mandatory membership by all property owners is an "inherent 

property interest" that defeats any homestead right.8   

 

Courts in all states, similar to Texas, generally permit community associations to foreclose, if the 

policies and procedures for foreclosure are set forth in an association's declaration, and that 

document is properly filed in the real property records.  However, the foreclosure procedures and 

requirements of the association prior to foreclosure vary greatly from state to state.  Some states 

only allow foreclosure by associations in the same manner as a mortgage is foreclosed, while 

others require alternative dispute resolution or a certain amount of time or accrual of debt to 

elapse before an association can pursue foreclosure actions.  A complete listing of the 

requirements in other states, as it relates to foreclosure procedures, can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 

 
                                                 
4 Senate Research Center, September 2010. 
 
5 Ibid.  
 
6 See Inwood North Homeowners' Association, Inc. v. Harris, 736 S.W. 2d 632 (Tex 1987). 
 
7 Senate Research Center, September 2010. 
 
8 Ibid. 
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In the context of foreclosure, homeowners associations in Texas have the authority to secure the 

payment of assessments through a lien attached to property within an association.  Foreclosure 

proceedings may be either through judicial or non-judicial means.  Regardless of the method 

used, all foreclosures must comply with both an association's governing documents and all 

applicable provisions in the Property Code.18 All homeowners associations in Texas are 

authorized to foreclosure on an assessment lien through judicial procedures.  The Texas Uniform 

Condominium Act authorizes condominium associations to foreclosure by non-judicial means; 

subdivision associations must be expressly authorized to utilize non-judicial methods in their 

declaration.19  Non-judicial foreclosures in Texas, regardless of whether they involve HOAs or 

not, are governed by Chapter 51, Property Code. 

 

Enforcement Actions: 

Another reason given for the creation of a homeowners association is to ensure architectural 

compliance with certain aesthetic guidelines in the neighborhood, as determined by each HOA.  

Aesthetic guidelines of a community can be outlined in an association's declaration, or other 

governing documents.  These are also filed as restrictive covenants in real property records.  The 

most common method of enforcement of a restrictive covenant violation is through judicial 

enforcement, whereby a homeowners association files a civil lawsuit against the offending 

homeowner.20  In these cases, the HOA seeks a permanent injunction against the homeowner to 

take or cease whatever action is in violation of the restrictive covenants.21   Under a restrictive 

covenant lawsuit, the court is authorized to assess civil damages against the homeowner-

defendant in an amount not to exceed $200 for each day of the violation, and can award the 

homeowners association "reasonable" attorneys fees.22  Currently, there is not a mechanism in 

                                                 
18 Cagle, Gregory S., Texas Homeowners Association Law: The Essential Legal Guide for Texas Homeowners Associations and 
Homeowners, Minneapolis: Two Harbors Press, 2010. p. 242. 
 
19 Ibid. p. 254. 
 
20 Ibid. p. 341. 
 
21 Ibid. p. 342. 
 
22 Texas Property Code, Section 202.004 and Section 209.008. 
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statute for a judge to award attorneys fees to a prevailing homeowner-defendant in these 

lawsuits.  The existing statutory provisions related to the judicial enforcement of restrictive 

covenants can be found in Chapter 202, Property Code.    

 

The imposition of fines, which can be assessed to individual owners for failure to cure or stop 

repeating a violation found in the association's declaration, bylaws, or rules, is one method used 

by associations to enforce compliance with aesthetic guidelines through non-judicial means.23  

The authority of condominium associations to levy fines against unit owners is found in the 

Uniform Condominium Act.24   No express statutory authority exists for subdivision associations 

to assess fines against lot owners, although an association can include this authority in the HOA's 

governing documents.25  Before an association can assess a fine, it must comply with the due 

process proceedings contained in either the Uniform Condominium Act or Chapter 209, Property 

Code, as applicable.  As it relates to subdivision associations, state law prohibits an association 

from foreclosing on a lien if the debt "consists solely of: (1)  fines assessed by the association; or 

(2)  attorney's fees incurred by the association solely associated with fines assessed by the 

association."26 

 

Issues 

There are approximately 4.8 million Texans living in homeowners associations, paying 

assessments in the amount of $3.2 billion annually.27  Due to the large number of individuals 

impacted by homeowners associations, it is important to review the existing authority granted to 

HOA boards and associations, particularly as it relates to the ability to foreclose, and to ensure 

that current state statutes provide adequate protections for homeowners. While this interim 

                                                 
23 Cagle, Gregory S., Texas Homeowners Association Law: The Essential Legal Guide for Texas Homeowners Associations and 
Homeowners, Minneapolis: Two Harbors Press, 2010.) p. 338. 
 
24 Ibid. p. 339. 
 
25 Ibid.  
 
26 Texas Property Code, Section 209.009.  
 
27 Texas Community Association Advocates. Home page. 1 November 2010 
<http://www.txcommunityassociationadvocates.org/Association-Living---Texas~313979~20176.htm> 
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charge primarily asked the Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) to study 

protections as they relate to foreclosure, a review of other aspects of HOA governance is 

warranted.  A study of homeowner protections in the context of unfair foreclosures alone, 

without the context of other state policies regarding HOAs, only provides a brief snapshot of one 

area where statutory changes may be needed and does not address many of the issues 

homeowners face leading up to potential foreclosure proceedings.   

 

Members of the Texas Legislature, over the course of recent sessions, have sought to amend 

existing statutory provisions related to homeowners associations, often in response to specific 

concerns of their constituents.  In fact, during the 81st Legislative Session, 32 bills were filed 

relating to HOAs; many garnered enough support for consideration in both the Senate and House 

of Representatives, only to fall short of passage as the legislative session concluded.   

 

Legislative Proposals: 

Any discussion regarding homeowners associations should begin with one common premise – 

individuals should be informed of the existence of an HOA and the covenants that run with the 

land when property is purchased.  This is a fundamental concept that has across-the-board 

agreement among homeowners, associations, and industry representatives.  Although, similar to 

other legislative proposals, several options have been proposed regarding how this notice should 

be provided. Section 202.006, Property Code requires homeowners associations to file 

dedicatory instruments in the real property records.  Simple changes to this statute to explicitly 

define that all governing documents of an HOA – such as declarations, bylaws, and rules – must 

be filed in the real property records would ensure that all important documents are available to 

purchasers. However, this may not be enough to provide effective notice to those potential 

homeowners who are unaware that this information even exists.  One common method used to 

provide effective notice to potential buyers during real estate transactions is through a resale 

certificate.  This document typically contains the existing restrictive covenants, liens, and 

assessments or tax levies on real property. Past legislative proposals regarding homeowners 
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associations have consistently supported increasing notice to homebuyers through a resale 

certificate or other form of disclosure document during real estate transactions.    

 

Other legislative proposals have addressed complaints heard from individuals living in HOAs.  

Most of these have one common theme: a homeowner that has lost faith in a decision or action 

taken by their HOA board. Numerous examples were provided during interim committee 

hearings, and through direct correspondence with the Senate IGR Committee.  These indicate 

that many individuals residing in homeowners associations feel as if they have been effectively 

“cut out” of board meetings, elections, and enforcement actions.  Complaints run the gamut from 

actions taken by board members to larger votes of the association that homeowners felt were 

unfairly punitive to particular individuals or groups of homeowners.  Although these actions may 

not be common across all HOAs, the knowledge that punitive acts can occur suggests that 

additional legislative measures are needed to provide more oversight of board decisions.  A 

review of the existing body of law governing associations indicates that amendments are 

necessary to ensure that associations conduct meetings and make decisions regarding an 

individual’s private property in public so that all interested parties are aware of the reasons for, 

and the rationale behind, an HOA board decision. Past legislative proposals have echoed these 

sentiments.   

 

Additional legislative attempts have sought ways to increase homeowner participation in board 

meetings and improve access to the books and records maintained by associations. Increased 

participation in board meetings would provide homeowners with the opportunity to exercise 

more direct control over decisions made by their association and feel more involved in matters 

that impact their property. This would also allow homeowners to take appropriate actions if 

disagreement occurs. Legislative proposals should also take into consideration concerns 

expressed by individuals regarding the inability to elect board members of their choice due to 

high voting thresholds or through the use of archaic voting methods.  Voting requirements of up 

to 90 percent of all homeowners, found in numerous declarations, present a threshold that is 

nearly impossible to reach for homeowners attempting to change the make-up of their HOA 
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board to reflect homeowner interests as opposed to the initial interests of the developer. Recent 

changes regarding electronic voting in government elections, or the use of online voting, also 

have the potential to increase homeowner participation and turnout and replace outdated proxy 

voting methods. In addition, the appropriate level of transparency, as it relates to the records of 

an association, would also ensure homeowners have an adequate say in how their assessments 

and other funds are being spent.  These and other legislative amendments to Chapter 209, 

Property Code, known as the Texas Residential Property Owners Protection Act, would allow 

homeowners to truly utilize this statute for what its name implies – to protect owners of 

residential property.   

 

Foreclosure: 

The near-passage of several measures during the 81st Legislative Session has resulted in an even 

greater push from homeowners seeking reforms, including additional attention from the news 

media and other organizations, which are now acknowledging and reporting inappropriate acts 

against homeowners, foreclosures in particular.  The issue of foreclosure by homeowners 

associations is directly related to the inability of individuals to make payments of assessments, 

and is more often than not the focus of news stories related to HOAs. 

 

[N]o function of a Homeowners Association has attracted as much public media 

attention as the collection of Assessments and the exercise of foreclosure rights in 

connection with such collection efforts.28   

 

The largest revenue source of any community association is a monthly, quarterly, or annual 

assessment paid by property owners residing in the community.  These are commonly used to 

protect property values, such as maintenance of common areas or other amenities, or to provide 

services once exclusively provided by local governments, such as security, trash pick-up, or 

                                                 
28 Cagle, Gregory S., Texas Homeowners Association Law: The Essential Legal Guide for Texas Homeowners Associations and 
Homeowners, Minneapolis: Two Harbors Press, 2010. p. 341.   
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lighting.29   Those in the HOA industry suggest that associations use foreclosure as a last resort, 

only when the amount of debt owed is significant, and when the burden of the non-payment of 

assessments by a few homeowners is causing others in the community to make up the deficit or 

suffer reduced amenities and services.30  These claims have been disputed by homeowners 

advocating for association reforms, who suggest that the foreclosure of homes is too common, 

and may often be triggered by small debts owed to associations.31 It has been suggested that the 

legislature look at additional protections for homeowners facing foreclosure, like those currently 

afforded in homestead protections.32 Additional options regarding foreclosure protections include 

proposals similar to those present in California and Arizona, which have put in place a de 

minimus threshold that prohibits foreclosure actions against a property owner unless the owner 

has been delinquent for a period of one-year or in an amount greater than $1,200 or $1,800, 

respectively.33  

 

Legislation filed during the 81st Legislative Session focused on the method by which foreclosure 

can take place, requiring judicial proceedings in all actions, or the utilization of an expedited 

judicial process under new rules promulgated by the Texas Supreme Court.  In addition, several 

legislative reforms required homeowners associations to offer payment plans to owners to allow 

for the pay out of delinquencies over time, reducing the need for associations to foreclose when 

the homeowner is facing financial hardship. These proposals balanced the needs of other 

property owners by not requiring payment plans for owners who defaulted on a plan in the last 

five years, thereby allowing associations to act in those instances where homeowners perpetually 

avoid payments.  In an effort to further reduce foreclosures, legislation was also filed to require 

payments to be applied to various assessments and debts in a specific order of priority.  This 

                                                 
29 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, April 7, 2010 (statement of Roy Hailey, Community Associations 
Institute).  
 
30 Ibid. 
 
31 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, April 7, 2010 (statement of Gwen Gates, Texas Homeowners for 
HOA Reform). 
 
32 Letter from Texas HOA Reform Coalition.   
 
33 Senate Research Center, September 2010. 
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would have ensured that payments are applied to past due assessments as a matter of priority, 

since assessment liens are the primary reason for HOA foreclosures. The committee heard 

support for both of these concepts at a public hearing conducted in Houston on April 7, 2010, 

and at a final hearing on October 19, 2010.   

 

Disagreements between many homeowners associations and individual homeowners typically 

begin with relatively small fines imposed by associations for violations of aesthetic guidelines or 

restrictive covenants, but over time these fines and fees have resulted in debts that are 

insurmountable to homeowners.  This is largely because, even if homeowners dispute the 

violation, homeowners associations continue to increase the fine, or the board or management 

company of the association enlist the service of an attorney, adding legal fees to the debt already 

owed by the homeowner.34  Some of these complaints, upon a reading of facts, seem particularly 

punitive against homeowners.  Information was provided regarding one case involving a "small 

amount of silver-colored insulating covering," which resulted in a homeowners association suing 

a resident for $21,000 in fines plus court costs, and the imposition of a special assessment on 

other members in the community to pay for the association's legal fees in conjunction with the 

action.35   

 

Testimony provided to the committee also indicates that the existing statutory provisions related 

to the notice homeowners receive of a violation, particularly those involving judicial actions for 

alleged violations of restrictive covenants, have proved inadequate.36  In some instances, a 

homeowner is unaware of the potential violation and not given time to cure prior to being 

fined.37  In addition to insufficient notice requirements, existing statutory provisions have 

                                                 
34 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, April 7, 2010 (statement of Gwen Gates, Texas Homeowners for 
HOA Reform). 
 
35 Written testimony submitted by Gabriele Duncan at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing April 7, 2010.  
On file. 
 
36 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, April 7, 2010 (statement of Gwen Gates, Texas Homeowners for 
HOA Reform). 
 
37 Ibid. 
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resulted in many homeowners asserting that the law is unfairly balanced against them. 

Commonly cited is a provision in Section 209.008, Property Code, which only allows for the 

prevailing plaintiff in a civil enforcement proceeding to be awarded attorneys fees, without a 

corresponding provision to allow for a prevailing defendant to be compensated.  This provision 

ensures that those associations that initiative frivolous proceedings can continue to do so without 

fear of reprisal, and can continue to force other homeowners to fund their actions.  Specific 

legislative proposals to address these, and many other inadequate consumer protections, found in 

Chapter 209, Property Code, were filed during the most recent legislative session.  These 

legislative proposals attempted to strike a balance between preserving the ability of homeowners 

associations to address past-due debts and violations of restrictive covenants while protecting 

property owners against unfair actions.  If these proposals had passed, they would have provided 

homeowners with adequate protections against unfair foreclosures. 

 

Two themes have resonated throughout discussions regarding homeowners associations, both 

during conversations related to legislation filed during the 81st Session and during testimony at 

interim committee hearings on this charge.  The first is the ability of homeowners associations to 

function for the betterment of communities. The second is the ability of homeowners to have a 

voice regarding the decisions and actions of their association.  Those in the HOA industry – 

including developers, association representatives, and management companies – support 

initiatives that encourage strong and professional associations; protect property values and 

permit the provisions of amenities and services to communities; and allow for the efficient 

operation and management of community, while giving owners the ability to exercise control 

over the functions of their association.38  Homeowners want transparency within their 

associations with respect to open meetings and records; the ability to exercise control over 

association decisions through participation in board elections and changes in association rules 

and policies; and to prevent the foreclosure of homes when individuals face debt resulting from 

assessments, fines, and judicial actions.39  Each decision made by the Legislature regarding any 

                                                 
38 Letter from Texas Community Association Advocates.   
 
39 Letter from Texas HOA Reform Coalition.   
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of the initiatives noted – notice of association dedicatory instruments, by-laws, and guidelines, 

descriptions of fees and fines, the ability to cure violations prior to enforcement, access to 

association books and records, notice and access to association meetings, fair election procedures 

– has the potential to impact the ability of homeowners to participate in actions regarding their 

private property, and could ultimately lead to a reduction in foreclosures.  

 

Committee Hearings 

The Senate IGR Committee took both invited and public testimony on this charge on April 7, 

2010, in Houston. Representatives from the Texas Association of Realtors, Texas Association of 

Builders, Community Associations Institute, and Texas Homeowners for HOA Reform were 

asked to address legislative proposals from past sessions and to offer suggestions for other 

changes to state law that would prevent unfair foreclosures.  As part of the public testimony on 

this charge, numerous homeowners voiced their stories regarding unfair actions by specific 

HOAs.   

 

As a result of this hearing, the committee formed a workgroup to address those instances where 

consensus could be reached among all stakeholders, and to identify those issues where divergent 

opinions exist.  A workgroup meeting was held in Austin on September 13, 2010, which was 

attended by over 30 individuals, with each given an opportunity to provide comment.  

Representatives from the workgroup provided specific recommendations to the Senate IGR 

Committee on October 19, 2010.   

 

Recommendation 

1.1 Existing statutory provisions regarding homeowners associations do not ensure adequate 

protections for homeowners. The 82nd Texas Legislature should pass legislation ensuring the 

basic private property rights of individuals residing within homeowners associations, including, 

but not limited to, appropriate: notice of association dedicatory instruments, by-laws, and 

guidelines; descriptions of fees and fines assessed and the ability to cure violations prior to 

enforcement; access to association books and records, including financial documents; notice and 
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access to association meetings; election procedures of board members; and notice and redress in 

case of foreclosure.   
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Background 

Throughout the state’s history, various mechanisms have been used for the provision of water 

and wastewater infrastructure.  As early as 1904, the Texas Legislature adopted Article 3, 

Section 52 of the Texas Constitution, which permitted the creation of special districts for these 

purposes.40  Districts were given the authority to assess taxes and issue bonds when Article 16, 

Section 59 was adopted in 1917.41  In 1971, the 62nd Texas Legislature adopted Chapter 54, 

Texas Water Code, which authorized the creation of municipal utility districts (MUDs).  This 

statute, in conjunction with Chapter 49, Water Code, which governs water districts in general, 

provides the guidelines and administrative practices for the creation and operation of municipal 

utility districts in this state.42  

 

The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is the primary state agency 

responsible for the regulation and oversight of municipal utility districts, although MUDs must 

also comply with applicable federal and local regulations, including municipal regulations 

regarding water, sewage, and drainage; county subdivision standards; and limitations imposed by 

other political subdivisions.  The issuance of bonds by municipal utility districts is also subject to 

review by TCEQ and the Office of the Texas Attorney General.43 

 

The Water Utility Database (WUD) is maintained by TCEQ and lists all water districts in the 

state, including MUDs, in a web-based format.44  Also included on this website is information 

relating to status of each district: active, inactive, or dormant.  See Figure 2.1 for information 

regarding the number of inactive municipal utility districts by period.  A complete list of 

municipal utility districts and status can be found in Appendix B.  All municipal utility districts, 

including those that are classified as inactive or dormant, are required to file specific financial 
                                                 
40 Association of Water Board Directors, Water District Directors' Handbook, January 2010, p. 3. 
 
41 Ibid.  
 
42 Ibid. p. 4. 
 
43 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing April 6, 2010 (statement of Joe B. Allen, Allen, Boone, Humphries, 
Robinson LLP). 
 
44 Database can be accessed at: www.tceq.state.tx.us/permitting/water_supply/ud/iwud.html. 
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The creation of special law municipal utility districts through legislation, instead of TCEQ 

petition, has become increasingly popular over the past 10 years.  See Figure 2.2.  As a result, 

during the 80th Interim, the Senate Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) Committee worked with 

the Texas Legislative Council and appropriate stakeholders to develop standard language to be 

used for MUD creation legislation.  This "template" was used by both the Senate IGR Committee 

and applicable committees in the House of Representatives during the 81st Legislative Session.   

                           

 Figure 2.2 

Session Workload Relating to  
Water District Legislation * 
Session Requested Drafts 

Relating to Water 
Districts 

Drafts 
to Create 

MUDs 

Enrolled 
Bills Creating 

MUDs 
76R 379 2 1 
77R 461 20 5 
78R 494 42 9 
79R 657 136 45 
80R 823 170 53 
81R 698 117 46 

                                                                 * Texas Legislative Council - October 2010 

 

Issues 

As previously noted, in order to ensure the effective evaluation of legislation creating municipal 

utility districts, which has increased significantly in the last decade, the MUD template was 

developed.  The use of this model language provided a uniform standard to which the responsible 

Senate and House committees could compare proposed legislation.  Of the bills filed during the 

81st Session to either create a municipal utility district or amend the enabling legislation of an 

existing district, a vast majority followed the model bill language.50 In the Senate IGR 

Committee, deviations to the template were only considered under specific circumstances.  The 

use of model language vastly improved the efficiency by which proposed districts were 

evaluated at every step in the legislative process.  Given this widespread support and use of the 

                                                 
50 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Susan Alexander, Texas 
Legislative Council). 
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model MUD language during the past legislative session, a review was conducted to determine if 

any language changes to the template are needed prior to the 82nd Legislative Session.  In 

addition, the increased efficiency afforded by the use of the MUD template provided the 

opportunity to study other aspects of municipal utility district legislation to determine if 

additional standardization of committee processes should take place.   

 

Municipal Utility District Division and Acreage: 

The most common deviation from the MUD template during the 81st Legislative Session was 

language authorizing the proposed district to divide. The division of municipal utility districts is 

not uncommon, but during the 81st Session, specific concerns related to MUD division arose 

when legislation to create districts of over 10,000 acres was filed. The size of these districts, 

coupled with language that would allow the MUD to divide, caused significant policy concerns 

related to legislative oversight and the ability to create multiple districts with the passage of only 

one bill.  As a result of meetings between the appropriate Senate and House of Representatives 

committee members, as well as city and county associations and the TCEQ, an acreage cap of 

3,000 acres was suggested for all municipal utility district creation bills proposed during the last 

session.  This policy decision was revisited during testimony related to this charge.   

 

The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality testified on February 23, 2010, that the 

agency creates districts both "large and small" and did not express a concern with the size 

(acreage) of proposed districts but did note that general law MUDs do not have the authority to 

divide into one or more districts.51  This is different from special law districts, which are 

commonly granted this authority through legislation.  The average size of municipal utility 

districts statewide is hard to ascertain.  A survey of the legislation used to create these districts 

provides little assistance as the acreage of the proposed district is very rarely included in the 

legislation creating the district, and if available, is only determined through a study of the meets 

and bounds provisions.  According to TCEQ, the average size of a municipal utility district is 

approximately 800 acres. However, it is difficult to determine if this acreage limit should be the 
                                                 
51 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of L'Oreal Stepney, Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality). 
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standard used by the committee as the appropriate benchmark, considering the nature of today's 

large scale developments in comparison to those of past decades.  Given that municipal utility 

districts must include adequate acreage to support enough development to maintain sustainable 

tax revenues, the cap established during the 81st Legislative Session effectively ensures that 

districts can only divide a minimal amount of times and still maintain financial sustainability.  

Using this cap as a benchmark when the appropriate size of districts is considered ensures an 

appropriate level of legislative oversight over proposed districts.   

 

Municipal Utility Districts Outside City Limits or ETJ:   

The 81st Legislature saw an increase in the number of municipal utility districts being created 

through legislation outside of a municipality's corporate limits or extraterritorial jurisdiction 

(ETJ).  This was not surprising given the increase in the state's population and the need for 

infrastructure to support this growth.  With an increase in the creation of municipal utility 

districts in the unincorporated areas, the need arose to determine if increased oversight of these 

districts is warranted.  As previously stated, state statute requires that prior to the creation of a 

municipal utility district, each city within whose boundaries the proposed district is to be created 

must consent to the district's creation.  Each county is required to be notified.   

 

While many members of the Senate and House of Representatives solicit input from the 

impacted communities prior to filing legislation, evidence of local support, including that of 

municipalities who must ultimately consent to the district's creation, is not always provided to 

the applicable committees prior to the bill's consideration.  A process to determine the level of 

local support of any proposed special law district outside of the city limits or ETJ, consistent 

with existing state statute and procedures at the TCEQ for general law districts, would guarantee 

the appropriate level of input by city and county officials.  In addition, setting a specific 

timeframe to provide this information to the appropriate committees would improve the ability of 

members to evaluate proposed districts. 
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Revisions to the MUD Template:                            

A review of the existing municipal utility district model language, through the committee hearing 

process, did not result in any suggested revisions or amendments needed to increase the 

efficiency and oversight of proposed districts.  It did, however, identify a conforming change for 

consideration, which resulted from actions taken during the 81st Legislative Session.   

 

House Joint Resolution (H.J.R.) 14 was filed with the Texas Secretary of State on June 3, 2009, 

and adopted by the voters as Constitutional Amendment No. 11 on November 3, 2009.  The 

exact wording for the ballot was as follows: 

 
The constitutional amendment to prohibit the taking, damaging, or destroying of 

private property for public use unless the action is for the ownership, use, and 

enjoyment of the property by the State, a political subdivision of the State, the 

public at large, or entities granted the power of eminent domain under law or for 

the elimination of urban blight on a particular parcel of property, but not for 

certain economic development or enhancement of tax revenue purposes, and to 

limit the legislature’s authority to grant the power of eminent domain to an entity. 

 

According to the Texas Legislative Council, this amendment limits the Texas Legislature's 

ability to grant the power of eminent domain to any entity by requiring that any grant of this 

authority be approved by a two-thirds vote of all members in both the Senate and House of 

Representatives.52 Chapter 54, Water Code, which is applicable to municipal utility districts, 

grants the authority of eminent domain to MUDs for limited purposes.  These purposes are 

further limited by the language used in the MUD template.  According to the Texas Legislative 

Council, in testimony provided before the committee, changes are needed to the template to 

conform the language to changes made as a result of this change to the Texas Constitution.53  

                                                 
52 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing October 19, 2010 (statement of Stacy Bergendahl, Texas 
Legislative Council). 
 
53 Ibid. 
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However, there have been interpretive issues raised regarding the constitutional amendment, its 

proposed application to municipal utility districts, and its reference in the MUD template.54  

Appropriate changes to the municipal utility district template  –  to conform it to the 

interpretation by the Texas Legislative Council – have been reviewed. 

 

Committee Hearings 

The committee took testimony on this charge on February 23, 2010, and April 6, 2010.  

Numerous witnesses testified that the development of the MUD template during the previous 

session was a benefit to both those individuals looking to create districts and the cities, counties, 

and agencies responsible for monitoring the creation of districts.  The committee also heard 

testimony from the TCEQ and the aforementioned individuals on topics related to the status of 

municipal utility districts at TCEQ, division authority and the acreage of proposed MUDs, and 

the appropriate evidence of local support for districts located entirely outside of a city's corporate 

limits or ETJ.  

 

A workgroup of all interested stakeholders – including the TCEQ, Texas Legislative Council, 

city and county representatives and their associations, and individuals responsible for proposing 

new municipal utility districts – was created by the committee to assist with the study of topics 

mentioned in this report and to review whether any changes are needed to the MUD template.  

Recommendations of the workgroup were presented at the final Senate IGR Committee hearing 

on October 19, 2010. 

 

Recommendations 

2.1  No additional changes are needed to the municipal utility district template developed during 

the 80th Legislative Interim to improve the efficiency and oversight over the creation of districts.   

 

                                                 
54 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing October 19, 2010 (statement of Howard Cohen, Schwartz, Page and 
Harding, LLP). 
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2.2 Additional language should be added to the existing municipal utility district template to 

require a two-thirds vote of all members of the Texas Senate and House of Representatives to 

grant a municipal utility district the authority of eminent domain.  See Appendix B-1. 

 

2.3  In order to assist the Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations and members of the 

Texas Legislature in evaluating the size of proposed municipal utility districts, an additional 

questionnaire will be required to be submitted with the "Request for Hearing," which will request 

the approximate size (acreage) of the proposed district.  See Appendix B-1.  Proposed municipal 

utility districts over 3,000 acres, especially those requesting the authority to divide, may need to 

provide additional justification to the committee. 

      

2.4 In order to assist in the evaluation of proposed municipal utility districts, the Senate 

Committee on Intergovernmental Relations will require evidence of local support to be submitted 

when the "Request for Hearing" is provided to the committee.   
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Background

Access to government information and the idea of “open government” are themes that have been 

present throughout the history of democracy.  The notion that government actions and records 

should be open to all citizens is paramount to holding elected officials accountable for how laws 

are developed and how tax dollars are spent.  Policies designed to hold governmental bodies and 

other political subdivisions accountable are present across federal, state, and local regulations.  

For the purpose of this interim study, the focus will be on transparency and open government 

initiatives in Texas, particularly the requirements relevant to cities and counties, and the efforts 

undertaken by these local governments to make information accessible to the public online.       

Online Posting Requirements and Penalties: 

A discussion related to government transparency cannot take place without first understanding 

the existing requirements regarding government information and records. Chapter 552, Texas 

Government Code, also known as the Public Information Act (PIA), outlines the existing state 

statutory requirements related for governmental entities.  The PIA is applicable to all government 

bodies in Texas, except the judiciary, and applies to all government records, including 

information held by third parties that a governmental body can access.55 Citizens gain access to 

records, though the PIA, by making an official request to the governmental entity in possession 

of the data or information.    

Although courts across the state have jurisdiction over certain legal proceedings related to the 

Public Information Act, the Office of the Texas Attorney General serves the primary role in 

enforcing compliance with the statute and providing the legal interpretation, when requested, on 

the provisions contained therein.  The Attorney General’s office “interprets the PIA through 

rulings and open records decisions, provides education to government officials and entities, and 

administers enforcement through informal complaint resolution."56 An open records request is 

55 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Jonathan Frels, Office of the Attorney 
General). 

56 Ibid.
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where the information is provided in an online format.  So although a governmental body and 

requestor can mutually agree that an open records request be fulfilled by reference to information 

on a governmental body’s website, simply referring an individual to information maintained in 

this manner, without such an agreement, does not comply with existing open records 

requirements.60

In addition to the requirements of the PIA, local governments in Texas, particularly cities and 

counties, are subject to several online posting requirements.  A listing of the online posting 

requirements of municipal and county governments is provided in Appendix C.  Most of these 

requirements are only applicable if the local government maintains a website; they do not require 

a city or county to do so.  As a result of numerous meetings, testimony, and research, it has been 

determined that currently no requirement exists for any city or county to maintain an Internet 

website or provide specific information in an online format.   

Local Transparency Initiatives: 

Since taking office, Susan Combs, Comptroller of Public Accounts, has undertaken numerous 

initiatives to improve the transparency of information maintained by the State of Texas and local 

governments.  On December 1, 2008, the Office of the Comptroller launched the “Texas 

Transparency Check-Up” to determine to what extent cities and counties in Texas post 

information online.61 Information was sought on all 254 counties, 50 of the state’s largest cities, 

school districts, and river and transit authorities.62 Additional information regarding the results of 

the Comptroller's transparency survey can be found in Appendix C-1.   

60 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Jonathan Frels, Office of the Attorney 
General). 

61 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of The Honorable Susan Combs, 
Comptroller of Public Accounts). 

62 In the context of this charge, the Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations focuses on municipal and county 
governments.
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transparency online."65 This program, administered through the Local Government Assistance 

and Economic Development Division, has three tiers under which local governments can 

voluntarily seek recognition for transparency efforts.66 Through a self-nominating application 

process, local governments can be awarded a “gold,” “silver,” or “bronze” designation; each 

level has increasingly more stringent requirements.67 During the first 10 months of the program, 

there were 177 gold, 27 silver, and 34 bronze awards.  On average, there are 24 new award 

nominees each month.68 See Figure 3.1 for additional information. 

Figure 3.1 

65 Written testimony submitted by Robert Wood, Office of the Comptroller of Public Accounts, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file. 

66 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of The Honorable Susan Combs, 
Comptroller of Public Accounts). 

67 Written testimony submitted by Robert Wood, Office of the Comptroller of Public Accounts, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file. 

68 Written testimony submitted by Robert Wood, Office of the Comptroller of Public Accounts, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing October 19, 2010.  On file.
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Issues

While it is important to note that open government and providing citizens access to information 

has widespread support across governmental entities, policy makers, and the general public; the 

level of transparency needed to provide citizens with adequate information and how this can be 

achieved across a broad spectrum of local governments – with wide variations in population and 

technological capabilities – is the subject of some discussion.  During hearings on this charge, 

every local government, including representatives from individual cities and counties and their 

respective associations, stated support for improving transparency and access to government 

information.  But all, including interested state officials, urged against mandating a “one size fits 

all approach” and discussed some of the challenges presented to local governments when trying 

to provide information in an electronic format.  

Privacy and Confidential Information: 

Any extension of the requirements for local governments to post information online needs to take 

into consideration existing confidentially provisions found in the Public Information Act, and 

how any new requirement would interplay with prohibitions against the release of information 

that is confidential by law.  According to the Office of the Attorney General, “confidential 

information is the biggest legal hurdle in connection with any online posting requirement and 

creates significant challenges for entities looking to post information online."69 City and county 

officials throughout transparency discussions echoed these comments.  Examples of information 

that must be kept confidential and separated from public records in accordance with the PIA 

include, but are not limited to: social security numbers; bank account information, such as 

routing numbers; credit card numbers; certain motor vehicle information; and the email 

addresses of private citizens.70 Public entities and local governments are also required to keep 

certain employee information confidential, such as information about other family members of 

69 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Jonathan Frels, Office of the Attorney 
General). 

70 Ibid. 
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the employee (often found in insurance documents), and wage garnishments.71 In addition to 

information that is required to be kept confidential, local governments are also authorized to use 

discretion is releasing other information.  Examples of non-confidential information that is 

exempted from disclosure include: information about pending or potential litigation; information 

subject to attorney/client privilege as work products; trade secrets; and information that could 

interfere with pending investigations or prosecution.72 This information is present in many 

government documents and is required, or allowed, to be redacted as part of any open records 

request or when information is provided in any other format.   

Two issues arise for local governments relating to redaction – the need to balance public access 

with personal privacy and the costs associated with reviewing information.  For example, one of 

the common elements voluntarily provided online by numerous local governments, and as part of 

the Comptroller’s Leadership Circle, is a check registry.  Regardless of whether it is provided 

online as a searchable document or in a static format that is only readable, a check registry 

provides the potential for abuse.  Local governments must wrestle with providing a check 

registry online within a reasonable amount of time, thus allowing citizens to view information in 

a timely manner, while avoiding the potential fraud associated with lost check claims derived 

from releasing information too early.73  In addition, in an effort to increase transparency and 

provide information as soon as possible, some cities and counties have posted check registers 

online only to later realize that personally identifiable information was included.74 This indicates 

that in order to comply with federal and state confidentiality statutes, any local government 

looking to post information online would also need the appropriate legal knowledge and 

expertise to remove all confidential information prior to providing information to the public.  

This not only involves knowing exactly what information falls under confidentiality guidelines 

71 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Jonathan Frels, Office of the Attorney 
General). 

72 Ibid.  

73 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of David Stephens, City of Plano). 

74 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Jonathan Frels, Office of the Attorney 
General). 
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but also the staff time needed to redact this information from all documents released by the local 

government.75

Ease of Data Access and Understandability: 

While many local governments strive to be transparent and provide access to appropriate 

government information, they should also be sensitive to the fact that simply releasing 

documents may not provide citizens with information that is easily understandable.  While the 

goal of a city or county may be transparency, simply providing information, without the 

appropriate context, may not achieve the desired result.  An example provided by the City of 

Arlington demonstrates how citizens tend to gravitate towards documents and information that 

are more understandable. An analysis of the “hits” on the website maintained by Arlington 

revealed that the city’s Popular Annual Financial Report (PAFR) received three times as many 

website visitors as the city’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Statement (CAFR).76 A CAFR, 

as the name implies, is a detailed, raw-data accounting of a city’s revenue and expenditures, 

which often includes a statistical analysis and numerous spreadsheets.  In contrast, a PAFR 

provides similar information but in a format that is more user-friendly, typically identifying 

categories of expenditures and descriptions of programs.77 While it can be surmised that some 

individuals and organizations will prefer access to raw data sets, the example provided 

demonstrates that a need also exists for summary-level data.  Local governments, as part of 

transparency efforts, should be cognizant that the format of data is important to ensuring that 

information is comprehensible by the citizens who will access it.    

Technological and Data Capacity: 

According to the United States Census Bureau, the smallest county in Texas, Loving County, has 

a population of less than 50 individuals, while the largest, Harris County, has a population of 

75 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Paul Sugg, Texas Association of 
Counties). 

76 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Council Member Sheri Capehart, City 
of Arlington).

77 Information obtained during workgroup discussions.
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over four million.  This difference in population size represents one of the greatest challenges to

providing a uniform level of access to government information online.  The diverse nature of 

cities and counties across Texas exemplifies the concept that a one size fits all approach to 

transparency may not be appropriate.  While some of the state’s largest counties have internal 

departments to handle information and technology that rival the resources of state government, 

others have only enough staff and expertise to maintain basic computer needs.  For example, in 

order to provide online access to the city’s check registry, the City of Plano utilized internal 

resources, which consisted of two staff members working full-time for six weeks coding and 

testing the new system, and financial staff working in conjunction with this project for two 

weeks while testing.78 From this example alone, it can be determined that significant 

technological skill sets were needed to provide the level of access determined to be appropriate 

by Plano.  Many local governments do not have this level of expertise, as exemplified by the 

number of Texas counties that still rely on outside support for web-based systems.  The County 

Information Resources Agency (CIRA), which was created in 2001 and supported by the Texas 

Association of Counties (TAC), hosts the websites for 181 counties.79

In addition to the array of internal technological capabilities demonstrated across the spectrum of 

local governments, there is also a wide variation in the level of Internet access available to 

citizens across the state.  Known as the “digital divide,” this variation in service levels hinders 

the ability of some rural and low-income Texans to access government information that is 

provided online or in an electronic format.  One of the witnesses on this charge testified that 

while attempting to access the information provided online by another local government, 

problems were encountered because there was not enough bandwidth available to retrieve the 

information.80 While bandwidth and other Internet access issues fall outside of the scope of this 

charge, it is important to note that not all areas of the state have the capabilities to view local 

78 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of David Stephens, City of Plano). 

79 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Paul Sugg, Texas Association of 
Counties). 

80 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Lesa Crosswhite, County Treasurers 
Association of Texas).
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government information in an online format.  In some areas, the digital divide hinders the ability 

to access vast amounts of information online due to the lack of Internet data capabilities.   

Impact on Costs and Resources:   

The impact on the costs and resources that are needed to provide information online is dependent 

on the type of information provided; the level of detail; and whether the information is real-time, 

searchable, or in a static format.81 In addition to the resources necessary for redacting 

confidential data, other issues are presented when trying to maintain the integrity and consistency 

of data coming from different systems, each containing different terminology and data 

structures.82 In order to provide some level of understanding of the variation in costs and 

resources across local governments, the Texas Municipal League and the Texas Association of 

Counties were asked to survey their membership and provide the committee with estimates.  

Both organizations used what is required to achieve a gold designation in the Comptroller’s 

Leadership Circle – posting of static copies of the local government’s budget, check registry, and 

annual financial report – as a benchmark.  Across the board, survey responses acknowledged that 

the resources needed to comply with this program’s existing requirements were minimal, but 

stressed that costs would increase if information was required to be posted in either a real-time or 

searchable format.83 These comments were echoed by a recent study conducted by the LBJ 

School of Public Affairs. This study concluded that online transparency among local 

governments is often limited by websites that are not conducive to data mining, interactivity, or 

comprehension by the public.84 Additional mandates to require local governments to maintain 

websites that meet these parameters may result in significant costs for those cities and counties 

without existing personnel and technical capacity.    

81 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of Edward Dion, Texas Association of 
County Auditors). 

82 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010 (statement of David Stephens, City of Plano). 

83 Paul Sugg, Texas Association of Counties and Shanna Igo, Texas Municipal League.  Email to the author. On file. 

84 LBJ School of Public Affairs - Policy Research Project, Texas Financial Transparency: Open and Online (12 May 2010) p. 30.
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Committee Hearings 

The Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) took invited and public testimony 

on Charge 3, related to local government transparency, on May 13, 2010, in Dallas. Additional 

testimony was provided to the committee on October 19, 2010.  At the hearing in Dallas, the 

Comptroller of Public Accounts provided significant testimony regarding current and ongoing 

transparency initiatives at both the state and local level, stating that an extensive amount of state 

information is now available online through the “Where the Money Goes” website. Additional 

testimony was provided regarding local government initiatives through the Leadership Circle.   

 

The Office of the Attorney General provided the committee with an overview of the Public 

Information Act and how it applies to transparency initiatives. Numerous local government 

representatives were on hand to provide testimony regarding the costs and resources needed to 

provide information online and address whether the state should consider any additional 

mandatory requirements or penalties.  Following the conclusion of the testimony, a workgroup 

consisting of all hearing participants was formed to provide the committee with a 

recommendation regarding the availability of additional resources to assist local governments 

with transparency efforts and the need for additional state regulations.  After numerous 

workgroup meetings, it was concluded that very few resources are available to cities and 

counties looking to improve transparency initiatives, other than those that currently are provided 

through the Comptroller’s Leadership Circle.  At the final committee hearing, workgroup 

representatives provided its recommendation – that transparency efforts should remain voluntary.  

 

Recommendations 

3.1 Due to increasing voluntary efforts by local governments to provide public access to 

government information and records online, there is no need for additional statutory 

requirements or penalties. 
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3.2 City and county organizations should continue to collaborate and partner with each other to 

overcome existing obstacles to transparency, including working with the appropriate divisions in 

the Comptroller's office on the development of a standardized template for local governments to 

use in providing information in an online format.  In addition, these organizations should 

continue to improve transparency efforts within their membership, including increasing 

participation in the Comptroller's Leadership Circle.
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Background

The ability to own and sell property represents one of the most critical facets of obtaining the 

American dream.  This is the reason why numerous statutory provisions and legal opinions exist 

to govern the possession, ownership, and transfer of real property, creating a vast amount of laws 

aimed at protecting the property rights of individuals during these transactions. One of the most 

basic elements related to real property ownership is title.  “Title” is generally defined as the legal 

right to the possession of property, and in Texas, is used as one of the means to formally register 

ownership.  As it relates to homeownership, title is used as the device to “determine who has 

legal authority to use, enjoy, encumber, and transfer the property."85 The ability to obtain 

adequate title to conform to this definition is a complicated matter and warrants additional 

discussion.  While numerous federal and state laws provide the legal doctrine that governs the 

ownership, transfer, and inheritance of real property, this report will only focus on those sections 

of statute relevant to the charge and how they can be modified to assist individuals attempting to 

access disaster assistance funds or federal programs. 

“Formal” versus “Informal” Ownership:

Generally, the Texas Property Code contains the legal processes an individual must follow to 

facilitate the secure transfer of property to individuals or heirs, such as the traditional sale of a 

home or the transfer of property to family members or other individuals through deed.  In 

addition, the Probate Code provides the legal and administrative actions regarding the 

dissemination of an estate after the death of an individual, such as the administration of a 

decedent's will or the specific requirements that must be followed in the event an individual dies 

intestate (without a will).  As it relates to title, these codes contain the legal guidance that title 

insurance companies use to determine whether title to real property is “clear” and if it is 

appropriate to issue a policy insuring a buyer or lender’s investment.  Determining clear title, or 

ascertaining whether or not a title is free of claims or disputed interests, is often dependent on 

whether the transfer of property took place through formal or informal means.   

85 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 120 (2009).  
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A “formal” transfer of property is a process “in which the law, access to legal resources, and 

third party oversight provide families with secure marketable title to their homes."86 This often 

takes place when title is transferred from one owner to another and a record is filed in the deed 

records of the county in which the property is located.  Through deed records, the formal system 

of ownership provides an extensive title recording system, which creates a record of the chain of 

title.  The purchase of a home, through a mortgage company or institutional lender, is just one 

example of how individuals commonly obtain secure and recorded title to real property.  The 

evidence of a decedent’s will, or other document providing for the distribution of property after 

death through the probate process, can also be considered as a formal transfer of property.  This 

type of legal document can be relied upon by title insurance companies when insuring any 

subsequent transfers of the property.  While these are the most common ways to guarantee or 

demonstrate clear title to real property, state law in Texas provides other legal mechanisms for 

heirs to obtain secure title to property even if an individual dies intestate.   

The processes for the administration of an estate following the death of an individual can 

primarily be found in Chapter 3, Probate Code (Determination of Heirship).  This chapter 

includes different provisions that must be followed depending on whether the individual died 

with or without a will.  Some of the mechanisms outlined in this chapter provide enough 

evidence to allow for the transfer of property with secure title, while others are less conclusive.  

For example, the most formal process to facilitate the transfer of property after the death of an 

individual without a will is the “determination of heirship” whereby heirs can file an action in 

court, which will then make a determination and issue a judgment that can be filed in the deed 

records as proof of ownership.87 The heirs of smaller estates can also file a "small estates 

affidavit" in the deed records in accordance with the Probate Code.88 Title insurance companies 

often rely upon these documents as proof of clear title when issuing policies for property sales.89

86 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 116 (2009).  

87 Texas Probate Code, Chapter 3. 

88 Texas Probate Code, Chapter 6, Part 3.  

89 Roland Love and Richard L. Black, Texas Land Title Association. Workgroup discussion. 
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An additional mechanism that can be used to facilitate the transfer of real property interests is an 

“affidavit of heirship.” The purpose of this affidavit is to identify heirs to property and the 

amount of their respective interests.  While it can be filed in the deed records as an accounting of 

the heirs with a legal interest in property, as provided in the affidavit, it does not represent a 

formal transfer. Although, as it relates to ownership, this document can be used as evidence in 

future proceedings. Texas statute allows for an affidavit or other instrument to be admissible as 

prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein if the affidavit is: 

…legally executed and acknowledged or sworn to before, and certified by, an 

officer authorized to take acknowledgments or oaths as applicable, or any 

judgment of a court of record, and if the affidavit or instrument has been of 

record for five years or more in the deed records of any county in this state in 

which such real or personal property is located at the time the suit is instituted, or 

in the deed records of any county of this state in which the decedent had his 

domicile or fixed place of residence at the time of his death.90

In 1999, the 76th Texas Legislature promulgated a form for the affidavit of heirship through the 

adoption of Senate Bill 1106.  See Chapter 52A, Probate Code, or Appendix D for form. Even 

so, since the affidavit cannot take the place of a will or official judgment by a court, title 

insurance companies do not always accept this document as enough proof of ownership to 

guarantee title.91

Evidence of a will, even if not adjudicated through the formal probate process, will assist in any 

future efforts to obtain clear title to real property, although additional legal resources may be 

necessary.  If an individual dies without a will, specific state statute, commonly referred to as the 

rules of intestate succession, will govern the dissemination of assets and the distribution of 

90 Texas Probate Code, Chapter 3, Section 52. 

91 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 125 (2009). 
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estates to heirs.92 See Appendix D for examples. In the simplest terms, the state of Texas, 

through this statute, determines the share of property each heir will receive, even if the decedent 

verbalized the division of assets prior to death.  One of the largest barriers identified in the 

distribution of property in accordance with state statute is the need to identify, locate, and 

account for all existing heirs of the decedent, even those who may have moved out of the country 

or state, or whose location has been unknown for years.  This will likely require an infusion of 

resources to find relatives and the need for legal assistance to cull through the statutory 

requirements related to the ownership interest to which each heir is entitled, if any of the heirs 

attempt to obtain clear title.  In addition, during a probate proceeding, the court will appoint an 

attorney ad litem to represent the interests of all heirs unable to be located, adding to the cost 

needed to facilitate clear and secure title to real property in these instances.93

Many low-income families frequently forgo following formal probate and non-probate systems 

due to the financial resources needed to navigate the state’s estate planning and inheritance 

laws.94 This creates a vast amount of heirship property in rural and low-income communities.  

The term “heirship property” is used to describe the “undivided ownership interest of heirs, when 

there is non-compliance with recordation formalities."95 This is a common term used in the 

southeastern United States to describe property that has been passed down from one generation 

to the next generation, often for periods covering many years. Since the transfer of property in 

this manner takes place outside of any formal action or probate proceeding, the ultimate 

determination of ownership is unknown and the clearing of title is impossible. The problems 

associated with heirship property are perpetuated as the property transfers from one generation to 

another, without clear title ever being established.  Heirship transfers – never recorded in the 

official deed records – provide just one example of the ways property is transferred informally 

from person to person.   

92 Texas Probate Code, Chapter 2.

93 Staff, Texas State Bar. Workgroup discussion. 

94 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 151 (2009). 

95 Malcolm A. Meyer, Louisiana Heirship Property: Solutions for Establishing Record Title (reprinted from: Louisiana Bar 
Journal, Vol. 55. No. 5, copyright 2008, published by the Louisiana State Bar Association). 
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located; and (2) other documentation, including tax receipts, utility bills, or evidence of 

insurance indicating the applicant exercised ownership over the property at the time of the 

natural disaster. See Appendix D.  While this legislation assisted with the distribution of CDBG 

funds to eligible recipients, it did not address all of the problems related to title and ownership.  

The more stringent federal requirements related to the HOME program, primarily used in rural 

Texas, still prohibit the distribution of these monies to individuals unable to prove fee simple 

title, severely limiting the use of these funds by the State of Texas.108

Issues 

While the passage of House Bill 2450 did provide a mechanism for many individuals to receive 

federal disaster assistance, who otherwise would have been prohibited by federal constraints, it 

did not address the long-term problems associated with heirship property in Texas.  In addition, 

even the parameters established by the affidavit, promulgated by TDHCA in response to the 

legislation, were unattainable for many individuals needing assistance.  The reasons given for the 

inability to comply with these requirements include: reasonable efforts to locate all co-heirs to 

the property proved impossible; co-heirs would not give consent to the application; or 

individuals were reluctant to attest that no other individuals were entitled to claim an ownership 

interest in the property.109 In order to address these issues, the Senate Committee on 

Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) focused on both: (1) a short-term solution to allow 

individuals to receive funds for the purpose of improving property, including disaster assistance 

funds that are currently inaccessible to individuals unable to locate all existing heirs; and (2) a

long-term mechanism to allow individuals, who have been maintaining and occupying property 

for a considerable length of time, to eventually be able to obtain clear title. 

108 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, October 19, 2010 (statement of Michael Gerber, Texas 
Department of Housing and Community Affairs). 

109 Written testimony submitted by Charles Wemple, Texas Association of Regional Council at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010.  On file. 
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Power of Attorney: 

Informal property ownership and transfers have prohibited or limited the access to the full 

benefits of homeownership for many individuals in Texas, such as obtaining financial assistance 

from banks or governmental entities.110 Clear title delineates the individual(s) who possess the 

interests in real property through an official accounting in the property or deed records.  Since 

most informal transfers of property take place outside of this system, creditors are unable to 

determine if the individual seeking assistance is the legitimate owner of the property.  Most 

lenders and governmental entities will not provide funds or assistance unless they are able to 

secure the investment with a lien on the property, and without an actual accounting of the 

legitimate owner in the deed records, a loan cannot be secured.  Therefore, informal homeowners 

are usually left without any means to borrow money for the repair of homes or access 

governmental assistance.  Similar to other creditors, the State of Texas, through programs 

administered by TDHCA and other agencies, secures the investment of resources with a lien on 

the property for the amount of the assistance.    

In regard to disaster assistance specifically, it was determined that approximately 18 percent of 

low-income individuals impacted by Hurricane Rita who went through the state's application 

process had clouded title; six percent had heirship issues that could not be resolved.111 The actual 

number is likely higher given that many families with title issues did not submit an application or 

"dropped out" of the applicant pool knowing in advance that they would not qualify.112 In 

addition, even those who did eventually receive disaster assistance faced delays in receiving the 

funds because many did not have the deed, title, or conventional documentation needed to prove 

ownership.113 These impacts were particularly felt by very low-income, elderly, and rural 

citizens who could not even meet application requirements of House Bill 2450.  One specific 

110 Written testimony submitted by John Henneberger, Texas Low Income Housing Information Service at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing April 6, 2010.  On file. 

111 Heather K. Way, Community Development Clinic, University of Texas School of Law. 14 September 2010. Email to the 
author. 

112 Ibid. 

113 Written testimony submitted by Charles Wemple, Houston-Galveston Area Council, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010.  On file. 
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example provided to the committee involved the case of an 87-year old woman who had lived in 

a manufactured home owned by her 89-year old sister for 15 years.  Since the sister refused to 

sign the required documentation, disaster assistance could not be provided.114 This situation was 

not uncommon, especially for non-conventional homes.  Evidence was provided to the 

committee that 95 percent of individuals who owned a manufactured home did not have title in 

their name.115 Since the majority of funds for disaster assistance are provided by the federal 

government, Texas missed an opportunity to provide assistance to these individuals at minimal 

or no cost to state general revenue funds.  This is not the fault of the state's housing agency or 

local sub-contractors, but instead, resulted from issues specific to the inability of individuals to 

receive funds for the benefit or repair of property.   

In a larger context, individuals with clouded title do not have full ownership of real property, 

even if these individuals have been putting resources into the property, such as those needed for 

routine maintenance and upkeep, or for the payment of property taxes.  In Texas, where a large 

number of low-income households who own their homes exist, many do not hold clear title.116

This is particularly the case when individuals have purchased a home through an installment 

contract, lease-to-own agreement, or seller-financed transaction; or when property is subject to 

the state's rules of intestacy because parents or other senior relatives died without a will.  Even if 

parents verbalized their intent to distribute property to one sibling, without a will, state law

provides for the distribution of that property to all heirs.  In these instances, one sibling may have 

resided in the home and paid taxes on the property for many years but still is not legally 

authorized or eligible to receive a loan or state assistance when repairs are needed because all of 

the other siblings must give legal consent since they are also considered co-tenant owners.  In the 

114 Written testimony submitted by Walter G. Diggles, Sr., Deep East Texas Council of Governments and Economic 
Development District, at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010.  On file. 

115 Written testimony submitted by Shaun Davis, South East Texas Regional Planning Commission, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010. On file. 

116 Written testimony submitted by John Henneberger, Texas Low Income Housing Information Service at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing April 6, 2010.  On file. 
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context of property law, "co-tenants" are those individuals or heirs with any percentage interest 

in property.117

Informal homeowners, particularly those with co-tenant interests, face difficulties in securing 

resources to improve homes because the homeowner can only sell or secure a loan on their 

“fractionalized co-tenant interest."118 The open market does not typically allow for transactions 

in this manner. Allowing for an individual, who has been residing in and maintaining property 

for a sufficient period of time, to act as a statutory agent or as an attorney-in-fact, for the sole 

purpose of preserving or improving the property, would give long-term homeowners, such as the 

one in the example, the ability to secure resources from lenders or governmental entities, 

including federal and state disaster assistance.  This scenario would not eliminate or preclude 

other heirs or co-tenants from asserting property rights through judicial or other actions since 

there would be no official change related to the ownership of the real property.  A power of 

attorney would only provide a mechanism for the state and other creditors to secure a lien against 

the cost of the repairs, and thereby provide informal homeowners with the necessary resources to 

improve property. 

Adverse Possession by Co-Tenant: 

Heirship property, which has been informally passed from one generation to the next absent a 

will or other formal document providing for the disposition of an estate, poses a significant 

policy concern.  The potential for individuals to build wealth is largely determined by a "formal 

system of legitimatized property rights," causing those who are "locked out" of this system to be 

in possession of "dead capital."119 It is difficult to ascertain the exact amount of property in 

Texas that is unable to be transferred or sold in the open market because of heirship issues since 

this property, by the very nature of the informal transfer, is not recorded in official deed records 

or tracked through real estate sales.  An estimate of the extent to which this property exists can 

117 Roland Love, Texas Land Title Association.  Workgroup discussion.

118 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 157 (2009). 
.
119 Malcolm A. Meyer, Louisiana Heirship Property: Solutions for Establishing Record Title (reprinted from: Louisiana Bar 
Journal, Vol. 55. No. 5, copyright 2008, published by the Louisiana State Bar Association). 
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be determined by reviewing the statistics provided in relation to federal disaster assistance funds.  

As previously noted, studies conducted after the recent hurricanes revealed one in five applicants 

for federal and state assistance had clouded title issues, including estimates that in some areas of 

the state, upwards of 40 percent of applicants did not have secure title.  For practical purposes, 

this means that the property in question is essentially dead capital.  Without corrective title work, 

the property cannot be legally sold or transferred.  There are certain steps that individuals may be 

able to take to restore title, such as those provided in Chapter 3, Probate Code, but in many 

instances, extensive research, numerous corrective actions, and a large infusion of resources may 

be needed.    

Situations commonly exist where one relative has continuously occupied property well after the 

death of a parent or senior relative but a significant number of other siblings, cousins, or family 

members, sometimes going back many generations, also have a have a percentage interest in the 

ownership of the property through the rules of intestacy ( i.e. the owner of record died without a 

will).  For example: 

A 55-year-old single woman is attempting to borrow on the home in which she 

has resided throughout her entire life.  One of 10 children of her parents, she has 

never married and has no children herself.  The last recorded deed for this home 

was to her parents in the 1950s.  Her father died in the 1970s, and the mother died 

in the 1990s.  She remained living with her parents, caring for them, with a 

promise from the parents that she would receive the home at their deaths.  Neither 

parent left a will, nor was a deed recorded or executed by either of them in the 

daughter’s favor.  Five of her siblings are now dead, several of whom also died 

without wills and one of whom, a brother, had children who were adopted by his 

divorced wife’s subsequent husband, name unknown. After living in the home for 

many years, the selling daughter had only her undivided one-tenth interest as an 

heir-at-law of her parents. Through legal work, such as gift-deeds from siblings 

and children of deceased siblings, she was able to increase her ownership to 
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almost 60 percent.  The remaining 40 percent appears incapable of acquisition by 

her because the identities or whereabouts of the remaining owners cannot be 

determined.120    

 

In this example, the other relatives are considered co-tenants to the property and have all the 

legal rights to the property afforded to the actual occupant.  This is because existing probate law 

in Texas gives the same weight to the interests of an heir who has lived in and maintained the 

property, including paying taxes, as those heirs who live across the country, never visited the 

property, or provided any resources toward its upkeep.121  The property discussed exemplifies 

the need to provide a mechanism for individuals, who have continuously and openly occupied 

property, including providing for the maintenance and payment taxes, to take an affirmative 

action that would ultimately provide them with secure title.  Providing individuals, under these 

specific scenarios, with the ability to adversely possess against a co-tenant heir, who has shown 

no interest in the property and has taken no steps to protect that interest, would be such a 

mechanism. 

 

Under existing Texas statute, an individual can adversely possess against another individual after 

10 years by meeting minimal standards, but due to other provisions in Chapter 16, Civil Practices 

and Remedies Code, a co-tenant is prohibited from using this statute against another co-tenant. 

The 10-year statute requires a "peaceable and adverse possession;" whereby "peaceable" means 

that the occupancy of the property must be continuous and interrupted.  In addition, as set forth 

in the common law doctrine of adverse possession, an action must be "hostile" to the interests of 

the owner.  State statute in Texas conforms to this principle by stating that an adverse possession 

is "inconsistent with and is hostile to the claim of another person."122  The courts have defined 

"hostile" to mean an assertion of a claim of ownership to the "exclusion" of all others.123  The 

                                                 
120 Richard L. Black, Texas Land Title Association. 1 November 2010. Email to the author. 
 
121 Heather K. Way, Informal Homeownership in the United States and the Law, XXIX:113 St. Louis Univ. P.L.R. 159 (2009). 
 
122 Texas Civil Practices and Remedies Code, Section 16.021(1). 
 
123 See  802 S.W.2d 643, 645  (Tex. 1990), 213 S.W.3d 913, 914 (Tex. 2006),  and 288 S.W.3d 557, 564 (Houston 2009). 
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end result of this statutory interpretation is a prohibition on individuals adversely possessing 

against co-tenants, except in very specific and unique circumstances, because the co-tenant 

occupant of the property must take affirmative acts of repudiation against non-possessory co-

tenants.124

Specific additions to the existing adverse possession statute – to allow for an adverse possession 

against co-tenants, after meeting certain requirements – have the potential to address many long-

term title issues faced by individuals.  Additional requirements for the adverse possessor, such as 

a requirement to have paid taxes on the property, would prove a legitimate financial interest in 

property and provide additional assurances that the individual is acting in good faith.  However, 

this would still not be enough to insure title to the property. There would also need to be an 

official attestation by the individual, such as the existing affidavit of heirship, that provides 

notice to all other potential heirs that the individual in possession is asserting exclusive property 

rights.   

According to those in the title industry consulted on this charge, a combined affidavit of adverse 

possession filed together with an affidavit of heirship, would provide a mechanism (albeit after 

15 years) for an individual to finally secure title to property.125 Providing a mechanism in Texas 

that builds upon existing state statute related to the legal identification of heirs, such as the 

affidavit of heirship and adverse possession, would be consistent with actions taken in other 

states to address complicated title issues. See Appendix D-1.  Although this is not an immediate 

solution to title issues, it would go a long way in addressing problems associated with heirship 

property.  It could also serve to benefit the public good by eliminating dead assets, and providing 

a mechanism for heirship property to be transferred in the open market.   

124 See 118 S.W.3d 742, 756 (Tex. 2003). 

125 Roland Love and Richard L. Black, Texas Land Title Association. Workgroup discussion. 
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Committee Hearings

The Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) took invited and public testimony 

on this charge on February 23, 2010; April 6, 2010; and October 19, 2010.  In addition, a 

workgroup was formed to assist the committee with making interim recommendations.  At each 

hearing, the committee heard examples of how individuals after Hurricanes Rita and Ike were 

unable to receive federal disaster assistance due to the inability to prove ownership or clear title.  

The committee was also provided information by those entities responsible for the distribution of 

disaster assistance, including the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs and the 

Association of Regional Councils, who provided the perspective of several councils of 

government charged with the local distribution of funds. 

The workgroup formed to study the problems associated with property registration and disaster 

funds included numerous individuals and organizations responsible for working closely with 

individuals in need of assistance, including both in Texas and Louisiana.  Through the 

workgroup process, the problems associated with heirship property surfaced.  As a result, 

additional support was requested from individuals in Louisiana with expertise on heirship 

property issues, and those in the title industry with knowledge of Texas property and probate 

laws.  Numerous meetings were held regarding both short- and long-term fixes to this problem.  

Ultimately the recommendations of the workgroup were presented to the Senate IGR Committee 

on October 19, 2010.  In addition, in response to a request by members of the committee, 

TDHCA provided additional suggestions to improve the processing of future disaster assistance 

applications.  

Recommendations

4.1 Proving ownership of real property is difficult for many individuals in need of state and 

federal disaster assistance.  Changes should be made to Chapter 41, Texas Property Code, to 

provide a mechanism for those individuals in possession of real property and impacted by natural 

disasters to obtain a power of attorney for the purpose of receiving funds for the improvement of 

real property. 
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months unless the update has been done or a valid reason for not updating the title has been 

provided to the court.
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Background 

A study of the reasons for, and the impacts of, hospitals directly hiring physicians requires a 

review of the vast history of legal and statutory guidelines that are collectively interpreted as a

general prohibition on this practice in Texas.  The legal doctrine, known as the corporate practice 

of medicine, "prohibits physicians from entering into partnerships, employee relationships, fee 

splitting, or other situations with non-physicians where the physicians’ practice of medicine is in 

any way controlled or directed by, or fees are shared with, a non- physician.”126 This doctrine is 

seen as the general prohibition on the practice of medicine not only by corporations, but also by 

other entities, such as hospitals and non-physicians.  It also prevents these entities from 

employing a physician to practice medicine on their behalf.   

Licensing requirements for individuals practicing medicine arose from the need to protect 

individuals from unscrupulous individuals selling “miracle” cures and performing unsafe 

medical acts around the beginning of the 1900s.  In Texas, the Medical Practice Act of 1901, 

created three different boards to oversee the practice of medicine in the state.  These boards were 

consolidated into one, and became the Texas State Board of Medical Examiners in 1907.127 The 

corporate practice of medicine doctrine can be traced back to 1933, when it was added as a 

prohibition in the American Medical Association Principles of Medical Ethics as a means to 

further protect the public from "quacks" and to strengthen the licensing requirements for medical 

practitioners.128

Since the 1930s, the landscape of the practice of medicine has dramatically changed.  From the 

passage of the federal Health Management Organization (HMO) Act of 1973 to the recent 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, signed into law March 23, 2010, many sweeping 

policy changes related to the practice of medicine and the reimbursement of healthcare providers 

126 Senate Research Center, August 2008. 

127 Ibid. 

128 Ibid.
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Relations (IGR) typically has jurisdiction over special purpose district legislation, the bills that 

impacted specific hospital districts where referred to this committee for consideration.   

Employment of Physicians in Other States: 

In order to determine if hospitals in Texas should be permitted to directly hire physicians, it is 

necessary to review how other states regulate the practice of medicine.  These policies vary from 

state to state, but currently, Texas and California are two of only five states that explicitly define 

or actively enforce some form of corporate practice prohibition.135 Even in other states, the 

explicit ban on the corporate practice of medicine applies to only certain entities.  A general 

review of the corporate practice doctrine and policies related to the employment of physicians 

across state jurisdictions is a complicated matter because, similar to Texas, many states govern 

employment practices through statute, case law or legal opinions, or by agency rule.136

Information provided to the Senate IGR Committee suggests different interpretations of these 

policies depending on who is providing the information.  In general terms, the Texas 

Organization of Rural and Community Hospitals (TORCH) and the Texas Hospital Association 

(THA) interpret other states' policies in favor of physician employment, contending that only 18 

states "prohibit corporate entities from engaging in the practice of medicine." These organization 

note that "many of these states allow exceptions, such as employment by non-profit corporations, 

health maintenance organizations, or hospitals."137 In stark contrast are statistics provided by the 

Texas Medical Association (TMA), which opposes changes to the state’s corporate practice of 

medicine doctrine, citing that "14 states allow corporate practice of medicine, 13 state statutes 

are silent, and 24 states generally prohibit corporate practice."138

135 Senate Research Center, August 2008. 

136 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of Mari Robinson, Texas Medical 
Board).   

137 Written testimony submitted by Charles Bailey, Texas Hospital Association, Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file. 

138 Written testimony submitted by Dr. Dan McCoy, Texas Medical Association, Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file.
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Impacts of Physician Employment: 

As it relates to the issue of physician employment, and the impacts of changes to allow for 

hospitals to directly hire physicians, long-standing opinions regarding the corporate practice of 

medicine play a role in the discussion. The Texas Medical Association, which has historically 

opposed any changes to the existing prohibition on the corporate practice of medicine, cautions 

that the impact of the direct employment of physicians has the potential to negatively interfere 

with the clinical autonomy of doctors.  However, groups such as the Texas Hospital Association 

and the Texas Organization of Rural and Community Hospitals, which support additional 

statutory exceptions to corporate practice prohibitions, contend that allowing for the direct 

employment of physicians will have a positive impact on many communities by providing a 

means for hospitals to recruit and retain healthcare providers, especially in those areas of the 

state that historically experience problems attracting doctors.  

Clinical Autonomy: 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to argue with TMA's statement that "nothing is more important, 

or personal, than protecting the sanctity of the patient-physician relationship." 139 In fact, even 

those who support allowing hospitals to directly hire physicians echoed this statement. However, 

there is considerable disagreement regarding the impact that direct employment will have on the 

patient-physician relationship and the clinical autonomy of doctors.   

Throughout the testimony on this charge, and subsequent workgroup discussions, the proponents 

and opponents to direct employment voiced differing opinions relating to the impact of changes 

to the corporate practice of medicine doctrine.  TMA suggested that, if allowed to employ 

physicians, hospital administrators would interfere with the medical decisions of doctors, such as 

requiring a certain number of admissions from the emergency department, or prohibiting 

referrals outside of the group of physicians employed by the hospital.140 Hospital groups 

139 Written testimony submitted by Dr. Dan McCoy, Texas Medical Association, Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file.

140 Letter from Texas Medical Association. 7 September 2010.   
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dismissed these claims as "unfounded fears" and categorically denied that a hospital 

administrator would become involved in this manner, as evidenced by the number of doctors that 

are already under employment relationships with hospitals and medical schools, and the small 

number of complaints received by the TMB to date.141

There are two enforcement mechanisms that may alleviate concerns related to impacts on the 

clinical autonomy of physicians: criminal prosecution and the authority granted to the Texas 

Medical Board.  First, if a hospital administrator is directing a physician to make inappropriate 

medical decisions, that individual, under current law, can be prosecuted for practicing medicine 

without a license, punishable as a third degree felony.142 Secondly, the board has the authority to 

intervene when an individual is practicing medicine without a license and can issue a "cease and 

desist" order in these instances. Testimony indicates that a situation in which a hospital 

administrator is interfering with the decisions made by a doctor is considered to be practicing 

medicine without a license, which gives the board the ability to intercede.143 Since the Texas 

Medical Board is a complaint-driven agency, establishing a specific mechanism to allow for 

investigations on the behalf of doctors, under employment scenarios, is not without merit.  A 

review by the TMB to determine whether additional statutory authority is needed to safeguard 

the patient-physician relationship when a hospital is the employer would ensure a balance of 

public policy for both doctors and hospitals. 

Physician Recruitment: 

The rapid growth in the population of Texas has left many areas struggling to maintain an 

adequate level of healthcare providers.  This is especially the case in many rural and underserved 

areas of the state, which cannot compete with larger urban and suburban centers in attracting 

physicians and other health providers. Several factors contribute to the shortage of physicians in 

141 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of Don McBeath, Texas Organization of 
Rural and Community Hospitals).   

142 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of Mari Robinson, Texas Medical 
Board).   

143 Ibid.
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these areas, such as the inability of physicians in rural areas to maintain a successful independent 

medical practice due to the higher percentage of Medicare, Medicaid, and uninsured patients, as 

well as a lower volume of patients.144 In addition, the administrative aspects related to 

maintaining an independent practice have become increasingly complicated with the advent of 

health maintenance organizations, insurance billing, and government reimbursement systems.  

Many new physicians are seeking employment where they can receive a salary and focus on the 

delivery of healthcare to patients instead of the administrative, financial, and operational burdens 

associated with establishing and maintaining a medical office.145 As a result, many rural 

hospitals report that they are receiving increasing requests to be an employee of the hospitals, as 

opposed to establishing a separate medical practice.146 A 2008 survey of medical residents in 

primary care and internal medicine programs at Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center 

and University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston – Survey of Texas Primary Care Resident 

Physicians – indicated that 75 percent of the medical residents surveyed would prefer to be an 

employee of a hospital or other health facility, with defined benefits, rather than operate their 

own practice.147 Many hospitals assert that traditional recruitment programs in rural areas have 

only experienced marginal successes, and that hospitals in these areas will continue to experience 

physician shortages without the ability to directly employ healthcare providers.   

While many hospitals cite the existing prohibitions on the corporate practice of medicine as one 

of the reasons for recruitment problems in rural areas, proponents of the doctrine suggest that 

hospitals already have a mechanism to address the shortage of physicians and the changing 

dynamics of the healthcare industry through the creation of a non-profit health organizations 

under Section 162.001(b), Occupations Code.148 These entities, which are governed by a board 

144 Don McBeath, Texas Organization of Rural and Community Hospitals.  27 October  2010.  Email to the author.   

145 Written testimony submitted by Don McBeath, Texas Organization of Rural and Community Hospitals, Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file. 

146 Don McBeath, Texas Organization of Rural and Community Hospitals.  27 October  2010.  Email to the author.   

147 Ibid. 

148 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of Mr. Dan McCoy, Texas Medical 
Association).   
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of directors comprised of licensed physicians, are allowed to employ physicians.  A non-profit 

health organization, commonly referred to as a 5.01(a) corporation, is used as a vehicle for many 

hospitals or other corporate entities to indirectly employ doctors.149 According to the Texas 

Medical Association, hospitals are the chief organizing members of almost all 5.01(a) 

corporations in Texas, and therefore the creation of one of these entities creates a viable 

alternative to existing corporate practice of medicine prohibitions for hospitals struggling with 

the recruitment and retention of healthcare providers.150

Hospital groups will support this claim as it relates to larger hospitals groups, but they dispute 

the claim by doctor groups that the creation of a 5.01(a) corporation is possible in rural 

communities.  The reasons given include: (1) the requirement that three doctors are required to 

form a 5.01(a) corporation; and (2) the fact that the economies of scale to address retirement 

plans and health insurance do not exist for smaller groups.151 Simply put, many rural areas do 

not have three doctors available to meet the requirements to form an organization, which means 

the creation of a 5.01(a) corporation is not a viable option.  In addition, one of the reasons many 

younger physicians express an interest in hospital employment is because they prefer the benefits 

offered by the hospital, as opposed to self-insuring or other options to retirement.152 A

corporation with only a few physicians would not provide this opportunity. 

During the course of this interim study it became evident that there are many rural hospitals in 

Texas struggling to recruit healthcare providers, and that requests for statutory exceptions to the 

corporate practice of medicine prohibitions are just one tool needed to address the shortage.  It 

also became apparent that a huge divide still exists between doctor and hospital groups regarding 

this doctrine.  As a result, the committee asked the Texas Organization of Rural and Community 

149 Written testimony submitted by Charles Bailey, Texas Hospital Association, Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing May 13, 2010.  On file. 

150 Letter from Texas Medical Association. 7 September 2010.   

151 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of Don McBeath, Texas Organization of 
Rural and Community Hospitals).   

152 Ibid.
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Committee Hearings 

The Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations took both invited and public testimony 

on this charge on May 13, 2010, in Dallas. Numerous stakeholders, including the Texas Hospital 

Association, Texas Medical Association, and the Texas Organization of Rural and Community 

Hospitals, provided the committee with information regarding each organization's position on the 

ability of hospitals to employ physicians.  In addition, the committee heard from some of the 

entities that have historically employed doctors, and about the impacts of this practice on the 

patient/physician relationship.  A workgroup was formed to determine if a consensus could be 

reached between doctor and hospital groups. Comments regarding these discussions were 

provided by TMA and TORCH at a final hearing on October 19, 2010.  

 

Recommendation 

5.1 The inability to directly employ physicians is a barrier to the recruitment of healthcare 

providers for hospitals, particularly in rural and underserved areas.  Favorable consideration 

should be given to legislative proposals that remove this obstacle or further expand current 

exceptions, thereby allowing physicians to be employees of rural hospitals, especially for 

facilities designated as critical access hospitals (42 U.S.C. Section 1395i-4) or sole community 

hospitals (42 U.S.C. Section 1395ww (d)(5)(D)(iii)). Any proposals should include appropriate 

safeguards to ensure that healthcare providers employed by hospitals are able to exercise 

independent medical judgment and that patient access to quality healthcare is maintained, 

including a review by the Texas Medical Board to determine if any additional rules or statutory 

changes should be adopted.    
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Background                                         

State policies regarding the authority to regulate development exist in both the incorporated and 

unincorporated areas to ensure that growth is orderly and consistent with the goals of local 

governments.  These policies provide mechanisms through which local governments can plan for 

existing community needs, such as the provision of services for the health, safety, and welfare of 

citizens. In general terms, municipalities are provided with the authority necessary to regulate the 

use of land, such as zoning, within the corporate limits, and with other regulatory authority to 

ensure the orderly growth of the city in the surrounding area, known as the extraterritorial 

jurisdictions, or ETJ.  By comparison, county governments have historically been granted lesser 

authority than municipal governments to regulate growth. Although, recent legislative proposals 

have increased the authority of county governments related to some aspects of development. 

Municipal Authority: 
Municipal governments have the authority to regulate certain aspects of development both inside 

the city’s corporate limits and in the extraterritorial jurisdiction, however, this authority is vastly 

different.  The authority of municipalities within the corporate limits is outlined in Chapter 211, 

Texas Local Government Code. This authority includes zoning for "the purpose of promoting the 

public health, safety, morals, or general welfare and protecting and preserving places and areas 

of historical, cultural, or architectural importance or significance."153 Unless specifically 

prohibited, a home-rule municipality can adopt any regulation or ordinance within the corporate 

limits under the authority provided by Chapter 211.  Generally, zoning authority permits cities to 

regulate: (1) the height, number of stories, and size of buildings and other structures; (2) the 

percentage of a lot that may be occupied; (3) the size of yards, courts, and other open spaces; (4) 

population density; (5) the location and use of buildings, other structures, and land for business, 

industrial, residential, or other purposes; and (6) the pumping, extraction, and use of groundwater 

153 Texas Local Government Code, Section 211.001. 
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by persons other than retail public utilities for the purpose of preventing the use or contact with 

groundwater that presents an actual or potential threat to human health.154

Municipal governments can expand their corporate limits through the use of annexation, which 

incorporates additional territory into a city’s boundaries.  The Municipal Annexation Act, 

provided in Chapter 42 and 43, Local Government Code, establishes the authority of cities to 

annex additional territory and creates the concept known as the ETJ.155  In general terms, the ETJ 

is the unincorporated area contiguous to a city’s boundaries. The extent of a municipality’s ETJ 

is dependent on the "number of inhabitants" of the municipality, and not population.156 The term 

"population" has specific connotations in statute and generally means information based upon 

federal census data.  In 1994, the Texas Attorney General in an opinion letter stated that "a

municipality may choose the method by which it will ascertain the boundaries of the ETJ;" 

allowing a municipality to determine the number of inhabitants by ordinance or order.157 A

municipality can expand their ETJ through annexations, at the request of landowners, or by an 

increase in the number of inhabitants.158 Expansion of one city’s ETJ is prohibited from 

including any areas that are already within the ETJ of another city, unless that other city 

expressly consents.159 Information on the extent of a city’s ETJ is provided in Figure 6.1.   

154 Texas Local Government Code, Section 211.003. 

155 Senate Research Center, February 2010.

156 Ibid.

157 Ibid.

158 Section 42.022.   

159 Senate Research Center, February 2010. 
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Figure 6.1 
Number of Inhabitants Extent of Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction

Fewer than 5,000 One-half mile

5,000 - 24,999 One mile

25,000 - 49,999 Two miles

50,000 - 99,999 Three and one-half miles

100,000 or more Five miles

                                                                 * Senate Research Center - February 2010

The authority of a municipality to regulate development within the ETJ is primarily found in 

Chapter 212, Local Government Code.  This chapter authorizes a municipality to adopt rules 

regarding the regulation of plats and subdivisions in the ETJ through the adoption of an 

ordinance; however, this authority is specifically prohibited from regulating the use of any 

building or property or the size of any structure, essentially prohibiting zoning within an ETJ.160

While there is some ambiguity in Chapter 212, Local Government Code, regarding the authority 

of a municipality to regulate new construction or improvements, existing case law and other 

provisions of code grant municipalities the authority to issue building permits, which grants 

city’s some regulatory authority over these developments.  Municipal governments view this 

authority as a mechanism to control development in areas that will likely be included in the 

corporate limits at some point in the future.  As a municipality’s population grows, it will expand 

areas within its existing ETJ into the city’s corporate limits through annexation.

Chapter 43, Local Government Code outlines the policies and procedures related to municipal 

annexation in Texas, including requirements that a city adopt an annexation plan. These require 

cities to specifically identify those areas that may be subject to annexation three years after the 

plan is adopted.161 In addition, Subchapter C, sets forth the procedures for the annexation of an 

160 Texas Local Government Code, Sections 212.002 - 212.003. 

161 Senate Research Center, February 2010. 
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area, which include preparing an inventory of services provided in the areas proposed for 

annexation, such as police and fire protections, water and wastewater services, and road 

maintenance.162 Municipalities must complete a service plan for extending those services to an 

annexed area within 10 months of the inventory date.163 Municipalities are authorized to annex 

certain areas without the adoption of an annexation plan, such as those areas with less than 100 

tracts of land on which residential dwellings are located.  Also included in these exceptions are 

areas where the landowners of 50 percent of real property have requested annexations, or 

annexations only for limited purposes or through strategic partnerships.164 Owners of land can 

enter into written annexation agreements with cities in order to prevent annexation and continue 

the extraterritorial status of the land for a period not to exceed 15 years.  These provisions can be 

found in Subchapter G, Chapter 212, Local Government Code. 

County Authority: 

The authority of county governments to regulate development is strictly limited to the 

unincorporated areas, except in those instances where counties are authorized to share in the 

regulation of subdivision plats with municipal governments in the ETJ.  Currently, Chapter 232, 

Local Government Code, authorizes the commissioners court of a county by order to "adopt rules 

governing plats and subdivisions of land within the unincorporated area of the county to promote 

the health, safety, morals, or general welfare of the county and the safe, orderly, and healthful 

development of the unincorporated area of the county."165 This chapter specifically prohibits 

county governments from regulating the use or size of a building, however; under very limited 

circumstances, some counties have been granted zoning authority around military bases or lakes 

under a separate section of code.166 The authority of counties to regulate development also 

162 Senate Research Center, February 2010.

163 Texas Local Government Code, Section 43.053 and Section 43.056. 

164 Sections 43.061- 43.065. 

165 Section 232.101.

166 See Chapter 231, for examples. 
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extends to the ability of a commissioners court to adopt an order that sets forth the requirements 

of a right-of-way, minimum standards for lot frontages, and reasonable building and set-back 

lines.167 Additional authority regarding building and set-back lines is contained within Chapter 

233, Local Government Code.  County governments can establish, upon a finding that the 

general welfare will be promoted, building or set-back lines on public roads and can prohibit the 

location of a new buildings consistent with these regulations.168

While the majority of county authority is currently confined to the ability to establish guidelines 

prior to the commencement of development, county governments are provided authority to 

regulate some aspects related to construction.  Chapter 242, Local Government Code, provides 

that county and city governments must enter into a written agreement identifying which entity is 

authorized to regulate subdivision plats and approve related permits in the extraterritorial 

jurisdiction.  This agreement is required to grant regulatory authority: (1) exclusively to the city; 

(2) exclusively to the county; (3) to both the city and county, as defined by areas designated 

geographically; or (4) jointly to both the city and county based on an interlocal agreement that 

establishes a consistent set of regulations and a single office in which to submit plats.169 In 

addition to this authority, county governments in those counties with a population over 250,000 

or adjacent to a county with a population over 250,000, can adopt a fire code and those rules 

necessary to enforce the fire code.170 Counties can also authorize a sheriff to regulate alarm 

systems.  During the 81st Legislative Session, the authority of counties regarding residential 

construction in the unincorporated areas was vastly increased.  House Bill 2833 provided 

counties with the authority to ensure that new construction or improvements comply with the 

167 Texas Local Government Code, Sections  232.102- 232.104. 

168 Section 233.032.   

169 Senate Research Center, February 2010. 

170 Ibid. 
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This testimony primarily reinforced the view that existing state policies regarding growth and 

development are working well, with a few concerns expressed regarding specific issues in 

populated counties and with agricultural land.  At the subsequent hearing, held on May 13, 2010, 

few individuals were present to provide public testimony.   

Recommendation

6.1  Recent statutory changes, including Senate Bill 89 (76th Legislature), House Bill 1445 (77th 

Legislature), and Senate Bill 1867 (80th Legislature) have created balanced policies related to 

annexation, zoning, and authority in the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) and unincorporated 

areas.  Any concerns regarding development and growth are localized and do not warrant a shift 

in state policy at this time. 
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Background

In an effort to achieve efficiency through economies of scale, local governments throughout the

history of the United States have looked to consolidate governmental services and functions.  

Consolidation can be either structural, whereby local governments, often counties and cities, 

merge to create one single entity that assumes the responsibilities of all governmental units, 

sometimes referred to as a metro-government.  The other, more common form of consolidation is 

functional. Functional consolidation happens when one or more local governments work together 

to provide services or jointly administer government programs. 

Structural Consolidation: 

The term "metropolitan" or "metro" government is often used to refer to the government of a 

metropolitan area as a whole, as opposed to the governance by individual municipalities.177 It is 

also used to describe the formal merger of one or more local governments into one unit.  The 

most common consolidation proposed is between a city and a county. The rationales for the 

merger of local governments is to: (1) produce cost savings; (2) increase efficiency; (3) improve 

the resource base; (4) enhance planning capacity; and (5) improve accountability.178 The United 

States Census Bureau reports 33 city-county consolidations.  This represents a minimal amount 

of consolidated governments, given the vast number of cities and counties across the country.  

Most attempts at consolidating city and county governments have failed to gain voter approval. 

Between 1921 and 1996, there were 132 attempts to consolidate local governments; voters 

passed only 22 of these proposed referendums.179

177 Encyclopedia.com. Metro-government. 15 April 2010 <http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Metropolitan_government.aspx> 

178 National League of Cities. Cities 101: City-county consolidations. 15 April 2010  
<http://www.nlc.org/about_cities/cities_101/166.aspx> 

179 Hardy, Pat. The Consolidation of City and County Governments: A Look at the History and Outcome-Based Research of 
These Efforts.  Municipal Technical Advisory Service.  University of Tennessee. 2005 
<http://www.mtas.utk.edu/knowledgebase.nsf/a50db8b131a4d94e85256e46000d6fce/7095fcf640f20f2185256fe0005c3547/$FIL
E/Consolidation%20of%20City%20and%20County%20Governments.pdf> 
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Prior to 1969, the Texas Constitution allowed for the structural consolidation between a home-

rule municipality and a county.  This provision authorized the adoption of a referendum by 

voters, requiring passage in both the incorporated and unincorporated areas prior to taking effect. 

One attempt at consolidation was made in 1934 in El Paso County but failed to receive the 

necessary voter approval.180 More recently, legislation was proposed in 1997 regarding Bexar 

County and the City of San Antonio, and in 2005 regarding El Paso County and the City of El 

Paso. Neither attempt was successful.  Any future efforts to allow for a city-county consolidation 

in Texas would require an amendment to the Texas Constitution since the provision, which

previously allowed for mergers, has now been repealed.181

Functional Consolidation: 

Much more common than the formal merger of one or more local governments into a single 

entity is the voluntary merger of government services and programs, known as functional 

consolidation.  Areas where local governments have combined functions to achieve greater 

efficiency include: law enforcement, fire protection and emergency management; infrastructure 

and transportation planning; records management, purchasing, and human resources training; 

drainage, water, and wastewater management; public health services; and parks, libraries, and 

other recreational services.182

180 Written testimony submitted by Jim Allison, County Judges Commissioners Association of Texas, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010.  On file. 

181 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Jim Allison, County Judges 
Commissioners Association of Texas). 

182 Ibid.  
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increase the efficiency and effectiveness of local governments by authorizing them to contract, to 

the greatest possible extent, with one another and with agencies of the state."187 Subchapter B 

(General Interlocal Contracting Authority) outlines the terms under which a local government 

may contract with other local governments to perform governmental services and functions.  

Contracts entered into under this authority, in addition to other requirements, must: (1) be 

authorized by each governing body that is a party to the contract; (2) specify that the government 

functions or services performed under the contract must be payable from current revenues; and 

(3) be renewed annually.188

Issues

Specific provisions found in Chapter 791, Government Code and Article 11, Section 7, Texas 

Constitution have limited the ability of local governments to enter into agreements to jointly 

provide governmental services.  While the Texas Legislature has encouraged municipalities and 

counties to jointly provide services through adoption of the Interlocal Cooperation Act, specific 

provisions found in this statute have limited its use by local governments. This is because 

Section 791.011(f), Government Code contains a requirement that contracts must be "renewed 

annually," causing consternation for many local governments that one party of the contract may 

back out of agreement after one-year, causing the other entity to have to solely fund the 

project.189 Numerous local governments do not want to take any of the risks associated with 

short-term contracts, particularly when the construction of infrastructure of facilities is needed to 

jointly administer the government service or program.  As a result, many cities and counties only 

use this statute to provide for the financing of short-term projects and do not use it to undertake 

long-term projects, such as jointly constructing infrastructure and other facilities.   

187 Texas Government Code, Section 791.001. 

188 Ibid. 

189 Jim Allison, County Judges and Commissioners Association of Texas.  Workgroup discussion. 
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Further limiting the use of Chapter 791, Government Code, are specific constitutional provisions 

regarding the issuance of public debt by local governments. Article 11, Section 7 of the Texas 

Constitution contains a provision that states:  

[N]o debt for any purpose shall ever be incurred in any manner by any city or 

county unless provision is made, at the time of creating the same, for levying and 

collecting a sufficient tax to pay the interest thereon and provide at least two per 

cent (2%) as a sinking fund; and the condemnation of the right of way for the 

erection of such works shall be fully provided for. 

While this provision is not a specific limitation on city or county indebtedness, it is an indirect 

limitation on the creation of local debts and a limitation on the power of the legislature to 

authorize local governments to create debts.190 This is because it requires that at the time a local 

government assumes any debt, it must include a tax levy in an amount sufficient to meet interest 

requirements and create a sinking fund equal to at least two percent of the indebtedness.  In 

general, this provision means that any debt must include the levy of a tax.  Further guidelines on 

the amount of indebtedness a local government is authorized to assume is found in Article 12,

Section 19 of the Texas Constitution.  It provides that a county "may assume or incur a financial 

obligation without an interest and sinking fund if it is payable within current revenues." There 

have been numerous court rulings and opinions requested of the Texas Attorney General as to 

what revenue sources constitute a current revenue for the purpose of determining if 

"unconstitutional debt" is being issued.191

190 Written testimony submitted by Jim Allison, County Judges Commissioners Association of Texas, at Senate Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010.  On file. 

191 See Texas Attorney General Opinion JC-0582, or Texas Attorney General Opinion GA-0652. 
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An additional discussion regarding the definition of "current revenues" can be found in Chapter 

271, Local Government Code (Purchasing and Contracting Authority of Municipalities, Counties 

and Certain Other Local Governments).  Section 271.903, Local Government Code, provides: 

[I]f a contract for the acquisition, including lease, of real or personal property 

retains to the governing body of a local government the continuing right to 

terminate at the expiration of each budget period of the local government during 

the term of the contract, is conditioned on a best efforts attempt by the governing 

body to obtain and appropriate funds for payment of the contract, or contains 

both the continuing right to terminate and the best efforts conditions, the contract 

is a commitment of the local government's current revenues only. 

If a contract is executed under these limitations, it would not violate the constitutional provision 

found in Article 11, Section 7, but to the extent a local government enters into a contract and 

does not contemplate paying any financial obligations associated with the contract within the 

same fiscal year, this is considered to be "debt" for the purposes of the constitutional 

limitation.192 The common interpretation of these provisions is a limitation on the amount of 

debt a local government can assume, even if contracting with another local government for the 

provision of services.   

While the need and desire to consolidate services and programs has been expressed by numerous 

cities and counties in Texas, existing statutory and constitutional provisions have impeded the 

ability of these local governments to jointly administer programs.  Many of these provisions, 

identified as a result of interim deliberations, limit the ability of local governments to consolidate 

services and programs because they either limit the term of the contract to a short amount of time 

or limit the amount of debt a city or county can assume in order to fund the costs of projects.  

Changes to these provisions – allowing for multi-year contracts and removing the limitation on 

192 Texas Attorney General Opinion GA-0652.
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the issuance of public debt for cities and counties for certain purposes – have the potential to 

increase the effectiveness and efficiency of local governments by allowing for greater functional 

consolidation of city and county services.  

 

Committee Hearings 

The Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations took invited and public testimony 

regarding this charge at hearings on February 23, 2010; May 13, 2010; and October 23, 2010.  At 

the initial hearing in February, testimony was provided on the differences between structural and 

functional consolidation, as well as the existing impediments on the consolidation of services and 

programs.  At a subsequent hearing in Dallas, the committee heard from several local 

governments regarding consolidation efforts, including several winners of the City/County 

Cooperation Award provided jointly by the Texas Municipal League and the Texas Association 

of Counties.  Following this hearing, a workgroup was created to identify existing barriers to 

cooperation efforts and to make recommendations on ways the state can assist local government 

consolidations. 

 

The workgroup for this charge had numerous meetings.  Representatives from city and county 

associations and locally-elected officials participated in these discussions.  As a result of the 

workgroup, the constitutional and statutory barriers to consolidation efforts discussed in this 

report were identified.  At the final Senate IGR Committee hearing, on October 19, 2010, in 

Austin, representatives of the workgroup presented the committee with proposed changes to the 

Texas Constitution and state statute that would assist local governments with consolidation 

efforts.   
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MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT DISTRICTS  

Background

The creation of special purpose districts in Texas dates from the beginning of the 20th Century.  

In 1904, the passage of Article 3, Section 52 of the Texas Constitution authorized certain special 

districts for limited purposes.193 Additional authority was granted in 1917, with the passage of 

Article 16, Section 59 of the Texas Constitution, authorizing the creation of conservation and 

reclamation districts.194 This amendment also granted the Texas Legislature the ability to 

authorize "such indebtedness as may be necessary to provide all improvements and maintenance, 

including the issuance of bonds and the levying of taxes" for such districts but required that any 

indebtedness be first submitted and adopted by the qualified voters of the district.195 While the 

first statutes pertaining to the creation of special districts primarily addressed water issues, the 

use of districts today is for myriad purposes.  Over forty different statutes exist governing the 

creation, powers and duties, or other grants of authority for a special purpose district.196

The first municipal management district (MMD) in Texas was not called as such.  The district 

arose in the 1980s from the desire of businesses in the Houston area to protect investments in 

property from the impacts of foreclosure, and to allow for a mechanism to bring new property 

owners in the area into the existing property association.197 As a result, House Bill 2565, was 

passed by the 70th Texas Legislature, creating Harris County Improvement District No. 1. In 

1991, Chapter 375, Texas Local Government Code, relating to municipal management districts 

was codified.198

193 Association of Water Board Directors, Water District Directors' Handbook, (January 2010), p. 3.

194 Ibid. 

195 Texas Constitution, Article XVI, Section 59 

196 Texas Senate Research Center. Invisible Government: Special Purpose Districts in Texas. October 2008. 

197 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Robert Randolph). 

198 Texas Local Government Code, Chapter 375, codified by Sec. 13.05(a), Chapter 16 (Senate Bill 232), Acts of the 72nd 
Legislature, Regular Session, 1991, which codified the previous session's enactment, Chapter 1056 (House Bill 3160), Acts of the 
71st Legislature, Regular Session, 1989.
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Chapter 375, Local Government Code, provides the purpose, general provisions, authority, and 

administrative practices of municipal management districts and states that: 

The creation of each district is necessary to promote, develop, encourage, and 

maintain employment, commerce, economic development, and the public welfare 

in the commercial areas of municipalities and metropolitan areas of this state.199

MMDs are created to: (1) further the development and diversification of the district's economy, 

including eliminating unemployment or underemployment, and developing or expanding 

transportation or commence; (2) promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the residents, 

employers, or consumers of the district; (3) provide funding to preserve or enhance the district's 

economic health; and (4) improve transportation systems and pedestrian facilities, including 

easing congestion within the district or landscaping and the development of areas to enhance the 

areas scenic or aesthetic beauty.200

Under Chapter 375, Local Government Code, municipal management districts have the rights, 

powers, privileges, authority, and functions conferred by the general law applicable to 

conservation and reclamation districts, including Chapter 54, Water Code; and of road districts 

and road utility districts, including the power to levy ad valorem taxes for the construction, 

maintenance, and operation of macadamized, graveled, or paved roads and turnpikes, or in aid 

thereof, subject to the constitutional limitations on indebtedness for roads.201 MMDs are also 

authorized to contract and manage affairs in accordance with Chapter 54, Water Code and have 

the powers conferred by Chapter 365 and Chapter 441, Transportation Code, and the additional 

rights, privileges, authority, and functions contained in those chapters.202

199 Texas Local Government Code, Section 375.001. 

200 Ibid. 

201 Section 375.091. 

202 Ibid.
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Some of the specific powers granted under this statute include: perpetual succession; the ability 

to sue or be sued; incur debt or other liabilities; hold, manage, or dispose of property; construct 

or own improvements inside or outside the district; and enter into contracts for the joint use or 

lease of facilities.203 Districts are also allowed to alter public roadways under specific 

parameters and with municipal consent.204 Specific powers of the board of a district include, but 

are not limited to, the ability to employ individuals, establish accounting systems, and adopt and 

enforce rules related to the administration of the district.205 Chapter 375 also provides MMDs 

with the authority to issue revenue and general revenue bonds funded by assessments, taxes, or 

impact fees and outlines the specific guidelines for the imposition, administration, and collection 

of revenue from these sources.206 Districts are required to use competitive bidding and to 

attempt to stimulate the growth of disadvantaged business.207 Municipal management districts 

do not have eminent domain authority.208

Issues

While municipal management districts may be created through petition at the Texas Commission 

on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) in a manner similar to municipal utility districts, to date only 

one district has been created in this manner.209 MMDs are more commonly created through 

special law.  A "special law" district has either been created or altered by an act of the Texas 

Legislature.  Therefore, the authority granted to each individual MMD is determined by the 

language contained in the bill that creates it, which varies to a large extent on the purpose for the 

creation of the district and its location.  A review of Chapter 375, Local Government Code, 

203 Texas Local Government Code, Section 375.092. 

204 Section 375.093. 

205 Section 375.096. 

206 Section 375.201. 

207 Section 375.221 and 375.222. 

208 Section 375.094. 

209 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Robert Randolph). 
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provides a limited amount of information regarding the actual powers commonly granted to 

MMDs in recent sessions.   

As municipal management districts have evolved in purpose and use, additional statutory 

authority has been granted to a few MMDs through special law bills in one session, and then 

carried over to the majority of the special legislation filed in subsequent sessions, resulting in an 

increase in the overall authority granted to these districts.  See Appendix H for examples. In 

addition, the authority granted to municipal management districts through individual bills is 

provided through statutory reference, instead of by a specific description of the authority, which 

requires the review of multiple sections of statute to determine the specific powers granted to 

each district.  The evolution in the use of municipal management districts and the increased 

authority granted to districts for these purposes warrants an in-depth study.  Additionally, the 

variation in the language used in special law MMD bills, specifically related to powers and 

duties, prohibits an effective review of these districts by the Senate Committee on 

Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) and the Texas Legislature.  The use of municipal 

management districts as a tool for development has increased significantly over the past decade. 

As a result, the number of MMD special law bills has increased every session, dramatically 

increasing the workload of committee to review bills under consideration.  See Figure 8.1. 

Figure 8.1 

Title Session Workload Relating to
Municipal Management District (MMD) Legislation
Session Number of Drafts 

Requested from the 
Legislative Council 
Creating MMD's

Number of 
Bills Filed to 
Create 
MMD's

Number of 
Enrolled
Bills Creating 
MMD's

76R 4 9 5
77R 21 14 8
78R 21 25 14
79R 18 33 13
80R 20 22 11
81R 55 60 28

                                                                         * Texas Legislative Council - October 2010 
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Standardization of the common language and format used in MMD legislation would provide for 

a more effective review of these districts by the appropriate committees in the Senate and House 

of Representatives, and the Legislature.  While the development of a template for municipal 

management districts would result in the optimal uniformity of districts, it is important to note 

that MMDs are often created in consultation with local governments, so a complete 

standardization of the language used in management district creation bills, similar to what was 

achieved through the creation of the municipal utility district template prior to the 81st 

Legislative Session, would be unworkable.   

Many cities and counties that work with the individuals seeking to create a management district 

require specific parameters – such as development agreements or governmental consent prior to 

beginning improvements – to be included in the legislative language as a condition to supporting 

the creation of the district.  Other local governments, where municipal management districts 

have been more commonly used in the past decade, do not require specific language regarding 

the operations of districts.  In addition, each management district bill may contain different 

mechanisms for the appointment of MMD board members and board member qualifications, 

depending on what is needed to conform management of the district to the particular 

governmental and local requirements.  Given these obstacles, the authority, powers, and duties of 

municipal management districts should be the focus of any standardization efforts.  A review to 

determine the common provisions used in municipal management districts, and whether this 

authority is appropriate to accomplish the purposes of the district, would also ensure the 

appropriate level of legislative oversight.  Specific information regarding the provisions found in 

MMD creation legislation can be found in Appendix H-1. 
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EMERGENCY SERVICE DISTRICTS  

Background

Emergency Service Districts (ESDs) are political subdivisions of the State of Texas created to 

collect revenue that supports the delivery of fire protection and emergency medical services.  As 

of February 2010, there were 289 ESDs in Texas.211 ESDs are authorized by the Texas 

Constitution and state statute.212  Currently, there are two statutes governing ESDs:  Chapter 775, 

Texas Health and Safety Code (Emergency Service Districts) and Chapter 776, Health and 

Safety Code (Emergency Service Districts in Counties of 125,000 or Less).  Prior to an ESD's

creation, a petition calling for a vote to create the district must be signed by at least 100 voters 

residing within the proposed boundaries.  This petition sets forth whether the authority to create 

the district is authorized by Chapter 775 or Chapter 776.  Following a public hearing and 

affirmative vote of the residents of the district, the petition is considered by county 

commissioners court.   

Currently, there is no state agency with enforcement authority over ESDs, although the Texas 

Department of Rural Affairs (TDRA) provides educational information regarding the creation of 

ESDs, as well as training for ESD boards and commissioners.213 Section 775.083 and Section 

776.083, Health and Safety Code both require ESDs to file an annual report with TDRA on or 

before January 1 of each year that includes basic information regarding: the ESD's location; 

name, address, and term of office of each commissioner; name, address, and term of office of the 

district's general manager, executive director, and fire chief; name of each consultant or legal 

counsel; and the ESD's annual budget and tax rate for the preceding fiscal year.214

211Written testimony submitted by Charles Stone, Texas Department of Rural Affairs at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing February 23, 2010. On file.  

212 Texas Constitution, Article III, Section 48-e.

213 Written testimony submitted by Charles Stone, Texas Department of Rural Affairs at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental 
Relations hearing February 23, 2010. On file.  

214 Ibid.  
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Issues

In order to understand how two separate chapters of the Health and Safety Code govern the 

creation of emergency service districts, it is important to understand how the provision of fire 

protection and emergency services has evolved in recent years.  Prior to 2003, numerous types of 

special districts existed to support the delivery of fire protection, emergency medical services, 

emergency ambulance services, or fire control and prevention.  Many of these districts evolved 

as rural areas looked to additional funding mechanisms to support volunteer services.  Included 

in these districts were districts authorized under Chapter 794, Health and Safety Code (Rural Fire 

Prevention Districts), and ESDs authorized under either Chapter 775 or Chapter 776, Health and 

Safety Code. 

Senate Joint Resolution (S.J.R.) 45 was passed during the 78th Texas Legislature, and adopted 

by the voters as Constitutional Amendment No. 19 on  Sept. 13, 2003.  This amendment allowed 

for the conversion of rural fire prevention districts to emergency services districts.  As authorized 

in the enabling legislation, once converted to ESDs, these districts were given authority under 

Chapter 775, Health and Safety Code.  Many of these districts were located in counties with a 

population below 125,000 residents.  This is significant because although Chapter 776 sets forth 

the provisions for the creation of ESDs in counties with a population of 125,000 or less, there is 

nothing preventing the creation of ESDs in smaller counties under Chapter 775.  The impact of 

having two different chapters governing the creation and operation of ESDs has caused a lack of 

uniformity in the provision of fire and emergency services by these districts.  To complicate 

matters further, the population bracket found in Chapter 776, leads to confusion and often causes 

individuals to misread that it governs all ESDs in counties with a population of 125,000 or less. 

Since information regarding the number of emergency services districts created under each 

statute was not previously available, the Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations 

(IGR) requested that the State Association of Fire and Emergency Districts (SAFE-D) conduct a 

survey of ESDs statewide using information gathered from TDRA annual reports,.   Of 289 

districts in Texas, SAFE-D identified 261 ESDs created under Chapter 775 or converted under 
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PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS  

Background

Unlike other special purpose districts that fall under the jurisdiction of the Senate Committee on 

Intergovernmental Relations (IGR), public improvement districts (PIDs) are not created through 

petition to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality or special law.  A PID is created 

through petition to the local government in which area of the proposed district is located – either 

a municipality or county.  In addition, unlike many other special purpose districts, a PID is not a 

political subdivision of the state but is instead a defined geographic area within the boundaries of 

a local government where proposed improvements will take place.226 PIDs can be established to: 

provide infrastructure improvements, such as water and wastewater facilities; improve or 

construct sidewalks, streets, parking facilities; construct libraries; or install art and 

landscaping.227 These districts can also be used to provide special supplemental services, such as 

promotion and advertising or safety and security services.228  PIDs do not have the authority to 

impose a tax or of eminent domain.  Improvements provided by the creation of a PID are funded

through assessments paid by the property owners within the district. 

The statutory authority and administrative guidelines for public improvement districts are found 

in Chapter 372, Texas Local Government Code (Improvement Districts in Municipalities and 

Counties).  The creation of a PID requires the submittal of a petition to the governing body 

where the proposed district is to be located signed by at least: (1) owners of 50 percent of the 

owners of the appraised value of taxable real property; and (2) 50 percent of the number of 

property owners or the owners of 50 percent of the land area .229

226  Written testimony submitted by Dwight "Ike" Shupe at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 
23, 2010.  On file. 

227 Texas Senate Research Center. Invisible Government: Special Purpose Districts in Texas. October 2008. 

228 Ibid.  

229 Ibid.
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Upon receipt of the petition, the local government is required to hold a public hearing on the 

creation of the district after publishing notice in a newspaper in general circulation in the city or 

county, including any newspaper in general circulation in the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of 

a municipality if any area of the proposed PID is to be located within a city's ETJ.230 After the 

hearing, the local government is required to make a finding on the advisability of the proposed 

improvement(s), the proposed costs, the method of assessment, and the apportionment between 

the proposed public improvement district and the local government as a whole.231 Within six 

months of the hearing, the local government may authorize, by resolution, the creation of the 

improvement district.  The resolution takes effect when notice of the district's creation has been 

published in a newspaper of general circulation.232

After creation of the district is authorized, the governmental body of either the city or county in 

which the PID is located is required to present a service plan that includes the indebtedness and 

the projected costs of the improvements.  This plan must cover a period of five years, and may be 

done by an advisory board of the local government or another entity in absence of an advisory 

board.233 The service plan must include an assessment plan apportioning the cost of an 

improvement to be assessed within each parcel of the property based upon the special benefit 

accruing to the property as a result of the improvement.234 After the service plan is developed 

and the cost of the improvement determined, another public hearing is held to consider any 

proposed objections to the assessment roll.235 The city or county will then, by ordinance or 

order, levy the assessment on the property.  Such an assessment bears interest and is a first and 

prior lien against the property.236 In order to fund the improvement, prior or during the 

230 Texas Local Government Code, Section 372.009(c).  
  
231 Section 372.006.  

232 Section 372.010. 

233 Section 372.013. 

234 Texas Senate Research Center. Invisible Government: Special Purpose Districts in Texas. October 2008. 

235 Ibid. 

236 Ibid.
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collection of assessments, local governments are authorized to issue temporary notes or time 

warrants, or revenue or general obligation bonds.237

Issues

Public improvement districts were authorized by the 70th Texas Legislature, which authorized 

Chapter 372, Local Government Code.  Since then, very few changes have been made to the PID 

statute, which has resulted in confusion over the benefits these districts provide, particularly 

regarding the type, location, and financing of improvements.  Since these districts provide unique 

opportunities for local governments to provide economic development and infrastructure 

improvements without an infusion of public money, a review of the PID statute is warranted to 

determine whether it provides adequate authority for cities and counties. 

Chapter 372, Local Government Code, has been subject to confusing interpretations, making it 

increasingly difficult for cities and counties to create public improvement districts, levy 

assessments, or take advantage of the public benefit that PIDs can provide.238 In addition, 

different readings of the financial provisions in the statute have caused confusion for many PID 

practitioners, including the bond counsel responsible for putting together the obligations 

necessary to finance district improvements.  As a result, numerous Texas Attorney General 

Opinions, including "guidelines" provided through a letter to bond counsel on December 17, 

2008, attempted to provide an official interpretation of the statute.  See Appendix H-5.  

According to many individuals familiar with the creation of PIDs and the financing of 

improvements, these guidelines caused additional conflicts between the interpretation of the 

existing statute and how PIDs are currently used by local governments, further demonstrating 

that updates to Chapter 372, Local Government Code are necessary.239

237 Texas Senate Research Center. Invisible Government: Special Purpose Districts in Texas. October 2008.. 

238 Written testimony submitted by Dwight "Ike" Shupe at Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 
23, 2010.  On file. 

239 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Dwight "Ike" Shupe).
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During the 81st Legislative Session, several bills were filed that made changes to the existing 

public improvement district statute, including House Bill 621, regarding "cash flow" districts, 

and Senate Bill 978, which proposed numerous technical corrections and updates to Chapter 372.  

In an attempt to clarify interest limitations on those PIDs that do not issue bonds, House Bill 621, 

inadvertently limited the interest rate associated with all PID obligations.240  Revisions made by 

this bill should likely be revisited during the 82nd Legislative Session to clarify the intent of the 

legislation.  In addition, Senate Bill 978, which ultimately passed both the Senate and House of 

Representatives, did not receive favorable consideration by the Governor.  This bill sought to put 

in place those changes to the PID statute necessary to update it to conform it to cities' current 

needs in the context of a growing capital market for PID-based public infrastructure financing, 

particularity those identified by local governments and those in the capital markets.  According 

to many PID practitioners, this legislation would have solved a lot of the issues with districts.241  

Additional legislative efforts, such as those proposed in SB 978 or provided to the Senate IGR 

Committee through the interim hearing process, would reform the existing PID statute and 

provide the authority that municipalities and counties need to take full advantage of the 

public/private partnership opportunity unique to these districts.  

 

Committee Hearings 

Testimony regarding public improvement districts was provided to the Senate Committee on 

Intergovernmental Relations at public hearings held on February 23, 2010, and October 19, 

2010.  At these hearings, the committee heard recommendations regarding modifications to 

Chapter 372, Local Government Code, which would benefit those local governments looking to 

provide improvements through the use of PIDs.  In addition, changes to this statute to conform it 

to the use of districts, through the evolution of public financing, were provided.   

 

 

 
                                                 
240 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing October 19, 2010 (statement of Val Perkins, Gardere, Wynne, 
Sewell, LLP). 
 
241 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing February 23, 2010 (statement of Dwight "Ike" Shupe). 
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Recommendation

8.4 While first conceived as a means by which local governments could pay for routine 

maintenance activities, public improvement districts, in practice, have evolved into a financing 

vehicle for more substantial projects of public benefit.  Guidance offered by the Office of the 

Attorney General in 2008 recognized the maturation of these districts, but created some 

uncertainty and tension between the letter of the law and its application.  Clarifying the statute 

(Chapter 372, Texas Local Government Code) to reflect currently accepted and approved uses of 

public improvement district financing would provide certainty for cities and counties interested 

in using this tool to create public infrastructure and generate economic development. 
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Background                                         

During the 81st Legislative Session, 437 bills were referred to the Senate Committee on 

Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) for consideration; 224 of these proposals were enrolled and 

four were vetoed by the Governor. Many of the proposals that did not receive favorable 

consideration by the committee were the subject of the interim charges provided by the 

Lieutenant Governor, and are therefore addressed in the appropriate sections of this report by 

subject matter.  As a result, the following discussion only focuses on the use of expanded funds 

provided by the 81st Legislature to the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs 

(TDHCA). 

As the state's housing agency, TDHCA was designated to receive and distribute over $1 billion 

in additional federal funds provided through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

(ARRA) of 2009, better known as the stimulus bill.  These funds were provided through the 

following programs: Weatherization Assistance Program, Homelessness Prevention and Rapid 

Re-Housing Program, Community Services Block Grant Program, Tax Credit Assistance 

Program, and Tax Credit Exchange Program. In addition, during the 81st Legislative Session, 

TDHCA was provided additional state general revenue through two programs - the Texas 

Housing Trust Fund and the Homeless Housing and Services Program.  TDHCA was also 

granted additional authority to utilize equity provided through the federal Housing Tax Credit 

(HTC) Exchange program.  This authority was granted through the passage of House Bill 4275, 

which allowed the department to adopt new rules governing the administration of these funds.   

Issues

The vast infusion of federal dollars for housing related activities provided to TDHCA initially 

caused concerns regarding whether the department had sufficient administrative resources and 

staff to contend with the distribution of such a large amount of funds in compliance with federal 

regulations and timelines.  The Senate IGR Committee has been closely following the progress 

TDHCA has made getting ARRA funds into the community and to those individuals in need of 

services.  The department passed the first "use-it or lose-it" deadline of September 2010 for 
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Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds, prior to the final committee hearing.  Of 

the approximately $48 million provided to the State of Texas, TDHCA was able to expend 99.9 

percent assisting over 100,000 individuals and families.242

One program in particular, the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) initially came under 

fire due to problems with the inadequate number of local service providers necessary to provide 

weatherization services.  According to the department, these problems have now been resolved.  

TDHCA aggressively stepped up the monitoring of WAP subcontractors, which currently 

provide weatherization assistance to 2,500 homes a month.243 In addition, the department was 

recently recognized by the United States Secretary of Energy on the progress made reducing the 

utility bills of low-income individuals.244 Texas also ranks fifth nationally in the number of jobs 

created though the weatherization program.245 TDHCA has expended approximately 30 percent 

of WAP funds and is on target to use all funds by the March 2012 deadline.246

As a result of House Bill 4275, which authorized TDHCA to make a one-time revision of the 

rules related to the tax credit program, the department was able to utilize additional revenue 

provided by the federal Housing Tax Credit Exchange Program. Through the allocation of 

additional tax credits, and the corresponding equity provided by this federal program, the 

department was able to oversee the distribution of $600 million in housing tax credit awards, 

which resulted in 8,000 additional housing units for the state, of which 1,000 units are designated 

for individuals earning less than 30 percent of the area median family income.247 This provided 

the construction industry in Texas with over $1 billion in additional revenue.  

242 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, October 19, 2010 (statement of Michael Gerber, Texas 
Department of Housing and Community Affairs).   

243 Ibid. 

244 Ibid. 

245 Ibid. 

246 Ibid. 

247 Ibid. 
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Summary level information regarding the distribution of federal ARRA funds is provided in 

Figure 9.1.  Specific information can be found in Appendix I. 

Figure 9.1 
Program Brief Description Funds 

Provided by 
ARRA

Funds 
Expended to 
Date

Served to 
Date

Weatherization 
Assistance Program 
(WAP) 

Minor home repairs to increase energy 
efficiency, maximum $6,000 per household; 
eligible households at or below 200% of 
poverty.

$327 million $86 million 17,842 
households

Homelessness 
Prevention and Rapid 
Re-Housing Program 

Rental assistance, housing search, credit 
repair, deposits, moving cost assistance, and 
case management; eligible persons at or below 
50% area median income.

$41 million $19 million 39,923 
persons

Community Services 
Block Grant (CSBG) 
Program 

Assist existing network of Community Action 
Agencies with services including child care, 
job training, and pervert-related programs; 
eligible persons at or below 200% of poverty.

$48 million $46 million 98,871 
persons

Tax Credit Assistance 
Program (TCAP) 

Provides assistance for 2007, 2008, or 2009 
Housing Tax Credits awarded developments; 
eligible households at or below 60% area 
median income.

$148 million $39 million 5,391 
households

Tax Credit Exchange 
Program (Exchange)

Provides assistance for 2007, 2008, or 2009 
Housing Tax Credits awarded developments; 
eligible households at or below 60% area 
median income.

$594 million $143 million 7,684 
households

*Information provided by the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs, as of October 19, 2010 

In addition to federal funds, TDHCA also received an additional $20 million in new state general 

revenue for the Homeless Housing and Services Program (HHSP) for the 2011-12 biennium.  

The department also received a significant increase in general revenue for the Housing Trust 

Fund, nearly doubling the prior biennial appropriation.  TDHCA has already executed contracts 

for the first year of funding for the HHSP program with the eight largest cities in Texas, as 

designated by the legislation, and will be conducting monitoring regarding the use of these 

funds.248 In addition, as it relates to the $22 million in general revenue appropriations to the 

Housing Trust Fund (HTF), the department has doubled the amount of homes built through the 

Texas Bootstrap Loan Program, provided additional funds for barrier removal for those 

248 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, October 19, 2010 (statement of Michael Gerber, Texas 
Department of Housing and Community Affairs).   
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individuals in need of assistance, and provided additional housing vouchers for Texas 

veterans.249 As the only available "ready cash" to the department, TDHCA used the additional 

funds provided through the increase in the HTF to leverage other dollars.  For every $1 million 

provided in general revenue appropriations, the department was able to generate $45 million in 

matching funds for the construction of homes for low- to moderate-income Texans.250

One comment received by the committee through testimony on the distribution of federal and 

other funds was related to the inability of the TDHCA to track whether funds directed into a 

particular community actually benefit the residents of that area.251 For example, one of the 

primary goals of federal ARRA funds was to retain and attract jobs.  Although the department 

provides quarterly reports to the federal government regarding this information, as required, it is 

still unable to track if the individuals retained or employed as a result of the funds resided in the 

area that received the infusion of dollars. In addition, specific questions were asked of the 

department regarding the tracking of services to veterans in need of homelessness assistance.  

Veterans are eligible to receive assistance through various programs funded by federal, state, and 

local resources, but it is often difficult to quantify the amount of services that are needed to 

transition from homelessness to a home within the community. While it is important to note that 

the department should not be required to dedicate the minimal amount of general revenue 

provided by the state to create an extensive tracking system, the department should be able to 

utilize the knowledge gained through the distribution and reporting of ARRA funds to develop 

an appropriate level of reporting so that a local community can determine whether its citizens 

benefited upon a receipt of federal and state dollars.  In addition, TDHCA should continue to 

establish best practices for the delivery of services to veterans, including those who have recently 

returned from Iraq and Afghanistan, by improving the coordination of services for this 

population.    

249 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, October 19, 2010 (statement of Michael Gerber, Texas 
Department of Housing and Community Affairs).

250 Ibid. 

251 Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations hearing, May 13, 2010 (statement of John Henneberger, Texas Low 
Income Housing Information Service).










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































